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Abstract

Since the publication of Audrey Lees’ Enquiry into the Planning System o f North
Cornwall District in 1993, the planning profession’s relationship with the media has
received considerable attention. However the role played by the documentary in
planning issues has not previously been explored.
This thesis aims to provide an analysis of planning and documentary in the
1990s, providing a general overview of ten planning documentaries and looking in
some detail at two. Cream Teas and Concrete (1991) and Car Crazy (1993). A brief
history of the planning documentary is also included to provide a context for the
analysis.
The methodology of the research is to combine content analysis with
interviews, from which the views of both film-makers and participants can be derived
and placed in context.
This thesis argues that planning documentary can be a potent catalyst in the
process of bringing about change in the way in which planning issues are addressed.
However, the most effective examples of planning documentary are those which adopt
a subjective approach to their subjects, drawing on the potential for conflict and
emphasising the human interest aspect of the issues. In adopting this approach, it is
argued that the film will be provocative, and generate a response from viewers to
which the planning profession can itself respond.
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Part One
Introduction

One of my objects in film-making has been to try and seize an
audience which may not want to know about Vietnam, or race
problems, or people poorer than themselves and persuade them to
watch throughout the program, so that at the end of the broadcast they
may have learnt something both intellectually and emotionally about
the subject.
Jeremy Isaacs

1
Introduction
Introduction

"It would be hard to find a category of media output where the technological, the
aesthetic, the social and the political have impinged so directly on one another for so
long, and in such combinations as in the various forms of documentary account"
(Corner, 1986, p.vii). Documentary is, or at least can be, a place where art meets life.
It is also, in programmes such as Panorama, World in Action, Equinox or Cutting
Edge, a form which by dint of audience size and composition, and by its examination
of a wide range of public issues, can be considered as part of popular television, and
so an important contributor to popular knowledge (ibid, p.x).
A history of the documentary’s relationship with planning is set out in the next
chapter. In this and the next chapter, I shall look more generally at the documentary
form, and try to establish both what a documentary is and what it is not, and from
there try to describe and define its position within its historical context of the mass
media, particularly television.
Since the publication of Audrey Lees’ Enquiry into the Planning System in
North Cornwall District (1993) by the Department of the Environment in the light of
Cream Teas and Concrete (1991), a film looking into North Cornwall District
Council’s approach to development control, the subject of planning and the media has
received considerable attention in the planning press, but research, such as that by
Hansen (1993) has tended to look more at general environmental issues than at
planning by itself. The subject of planning and documentary has received little
attention in either the press or in research publications.
This thesis attempts to fill that void, providing both a general overview and
history of the television documentary’s treatment of planning in the 1990s, and a close
look at two documentaries. Cream Teas and Concrete (1991) and the World in Action
film, "Car Crazy" (1993). Both films addressed issues which had national implications
and both films were sufficiently controversial to be the subjects of complaints, either
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to the Broadcasting Complaints Commission, or to the television company responsible.
Participants in the films, from both sides of the camera, were interviewed in the
course of this research project.
Part one of this thesis begins with an introduction to documentary film in terms
of its forms and definitions. There follows a brief history of the documentary, with
particular reference to the development of the British documentary film movement in
the three decades after the Great War, and the concurrent though separate growth of
the radio "feature", which between them laid the foundations for the modem television
documentary. ; A short chronicle of documentaries on planning from 1903 to 1989
concludes this section. Part two describes the principal research questions and
objectives and sets out the methodological basis upon which the research was carried
out. Part three opens where part one closed and continues the history of planning
documentaries from 1990 to 1994, but in considerable detail. The research questions
themselves are then addressed. In answering the research questions, the films are
subjected to content analysis, and the views and perceptions of the film-makers and
participants are discussed. Part four attempts to draw conclusions as to the nature of
planning documentary, its effect on those involved in the making of such a film, and
the effects, if any, it has on planning policy. Areas for further research are then
identified and the problems which became apparent during this project examined. Part
five consists of appendices, including the questionnaires used for this project, a list of
interviewees and transcripts of the two films used as case studies. At the risk of some
repetition, but in the interests of clarity, each chapter finishes with a brief summary.

The Role o f the Producer and the Commissioning Process

Before further discussion of the forms of documentary, the role of the documentary
producer and the processes through which films are commissioned should perhaps be
considered.
Compared with the feature film, where the producer will generally underwrite
the film, but have little control over the final product, the producer of a documentary
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has considerable control over the team which is responsible for making the film. The
documentary will, in effect, be almost entirely one person’s creation, albeit with input
from other team members, from the idea, through research, writing a script (if any),
choosing interviewees, controlling camera-work, editing. In short, all the major stages
of production. Documentary series, such as World in Action, or Cutting Edge, tend to
have either a series editor or a commissioning editor, to whom the producer will be
answerable.
The way in which a documentary is commissioned varies, depending on
whether the film is being made by an independent production company, or made inhouse. Whereas World in Action programmes are commissioned by the Series Editor
from in-house producers such as Brian Blake, films commissioned from independent
production companies by both the BBC and Channel Four generally follow the same
path (BBC, 1995, pp.11-14 and Channel Four, 1995), summarised in Figure One
below. The series editors of programmes such as Channel Four’s Cutting Edge series,
or BBC Television’s Modern Times will generally have an approach or thematic
framework within which commissioned documentaries must fit (ibid).

Ed i to r

P ro po sa Is
ReJ e c t

Accept
Budget
N e g o t i a t io n

Accept

Form

Rej ect

Contract

Transm1ss i on

Figure 1.
The Commissioning
Process at Channel 4

C om m issioning

Product ion

Présentât i on

Source: C hannel Four. 1995
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Definitions o f Documentary

The term "documentary" was coined four years after Robert Flaherty’s Nanook o f the
North (1922) had given the non-fiction film commercial credibility, by the British
film-maker John Grierson in a review of Flaherty’s 1926 follow-up, Moana. Grierson’s
term was itself an adaptation of the French "films documentaire" (Sussex, 1974, p.3),
and Grierson later described the term as meaning "the creative treatment of actuality"
(Corner, ed., 1986, p.64). In this respect it can apply equally to film, television, radio
and photography. In chapter two, it is used interchangeably between those media,
although the given definition applies to the remainder of the thesis. For many, the
term "documentary" is too vague, and Eric Barnouw for instance, gives his book on
documentary the sub-title A history o f the non-fiction film . Such attempts to be less
all-embracing are not uncommon (Corner, 1988, p.viii).
The documentary film intended for showing in cinemas is now rare compared
with documentary "films" made for television, although Channel Four commission
feature length documentaries which occasionally have theatrical release (Channel Four,
1994). This thesis concentrates on television documentary. The differences between
film and television lie more in access to the audience than in style or technique, as the
film-maker Paul Rotha recorded when working at the BBC (Bell, 1988, p.71). A film
intended for the cinema will be expected to make a financial profit, or at least to break
even, but while audience ratings may be a factor in the making of a documentary
series such as David Attenborough’s The Private Life o f Plants, shown at "prime
time", documentaries intended for minority audiences are not uncommon. In this last
example, "getting the message across" is more important than making money or
winning a huge audience, and a longer programme shown late at night may well be
preferable to a shorter programme with a "prime time" slot (Shillinglaw Interview, Feb
1995). It is something of a truism to say that any message needs an audience of some
kind, the larger the better. The point is that the machinery to transmit this message
exists in television where it would not exist in cinema. The word "film" then, may be
defined as
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a representation of a story, episode, etc., on a film, with the illusion of
movement. A cinema or television film (OED, 1990, p.437).

In this thesis, it is used for both television and cinema, and, if necessary,
contextualised by the appropriate prefix, so "television film" or "cinema film".
For the purposes of this thesis, a very specific definition of the word is
required, since the parameters within which the research is carried out are themselves
defined by the meaning of the term documentary. For the purposes of this thesis, I
shall define the term "documentary" as follows:

A documentary is a non-fiction television film, free from the editorial
restraints to which television news is subject, and which explores a
particular topic or issue.

This definition deliberately eschews matters of aesthetics and style, which are
discussed below. It also aims specifically to exclude television news and the short
films which are often made for television news. Whereas both the BBC and ITN are
required to refrain from editorializing on their news programmes (GUMG, 1993, p.3),
documentary makers are not. Lawyers may be consulted if the film promises to be
extremely controversial, but this is more to avoid the inclusion of potentially libelous
material than through a desire not to rock the political boat (Blake interview, March
1995). The maker of a documentary is therefore free to express opinion in a way in
which television news is not, and it is this scope for overt subjectivity which sets
documentary film apart from television news. The exploration of motives, both
admitted and perceived, is therefore of some importance to this research, and is
discussed in the following chapters.

Forms o f Documentary

Film-making is not like writing a newspaper article or even a book. It
demands that its subjects be involved in the generation of its raw
material. They are involved as individuals, as physical presences, as
representatives and as symbols, but they are not involved in the
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decisions which will define how they are to be seen. At this basic
level, which affects both the subject who is otherwise powerful as well
as the subject who will always be impotent, documentary film-making
produces another irresolvable dilemma. It is one which is only papered
over by talk of responsibility and trust (Silverstone, 1985, p. 103)

The dilemma to which Silverstone refers "is one of competing discourses"
(ibid, p. 103). Whereas the subjects of a documentary may wish to qualify their
statements, and would in the normal course of events do so, the television presentation
is seeking "certainty, conclusiveness and for the individual scientist to be hero or
villain" (ibid, p. 103). This problem of competing discourses is significant too in the
films on planning which are analysed in subsequent chapters of this thesis. But first,
the forms which documentary can take must be examined.
Alan Rosenthal, in his book The New Documentary in Action (1971), "explored
the working methods and production problems of first-rank documentary film-makers"
(Rosenthal, 1971, p .l) through a series of interviews. He selected films from the
genres "most likely to involve the incipient film-maker" (Rosenthal, 1971, p.2), cinéma
vérité, television journalism, reconstructions and enactments, "one-off" films,
sponsored films, candid camera and optical transformations. The documentaries
discussed in this thesis fall into the brackets of either cinéma vérité or television
journalism, and it is these two genres whose forms are discussed below.
Corner identifies three "dimensions" of the documentary form - the technical,
the social and the aesthetic. The technical dimension, he suggests, lies in the
documentary’s basic reliance for its "informational and imaginative potency" on the
fact that "recording apparatus can certify the independent existence of that which is
recorded... moreover... by reproducing an engaging likeness", and, in providing direct
evidence of the thing before the camera, give at an immediacy unattainable in, say,
a written account (Corner, 1988, p.viii). Silverstone, writing in 1985, noted that

as cameras have become lighter and as sound and camera have been
separated as a result of quartz crystal synchronisation, the freedom and
speed of movement, the possibility for greater technical sophistication,
and for a strong, though illusory, belief in the neutrality of the camera,
has increased (Silverstone, 1985, p. 104).
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I think it is worth adding that the recent advent of lightweight equipment, both in film
and video cameras, (which are roughly twenty times cheaper to run than 16mm
cameras in terms of shooting costs) has added to the immediacy, and consequent
perceived authenticity of events which are recorded, besides changing the style of
film, as both Rosenthal (1971, p.99) and Barnouw (1993, p.97) have pointed out.
But the technical dimension does not stop at the end of filming. Editing, the
process of extracting from the film or videotape those events, interviews or images
which best express the film-maker’s intentions, can bring about juxtapositions of
sound and image to create a new reality - the film-maker’s reality - which cannot be
the reality of the film ’s subjects any more than a still photograph can:

Ideas, thoughts, suggestions, feelings, fragments, whose relevance or
irrelevance to the film have now to be decided upon; whose
contradictions have to be mediated and whose ambiguities resolved.
Images will have to be found to support words, words to define and fix
the significance of the images (Silverstone, 1985, p. 106).

Footage from libraries can be introduced, sound effects added, to strengthen or weaken
a point of view, to change the emphasis of a film.
The sociological dimension, which may be traced back to John Grierson
(Barnouw, 1993, p.99), follows from its "important and sensitive positioning within
the political and social structures of "public communication", "public knowledge" and
"public opinion""(Corner, 1986, p.ix). Importantly though, this sociological dimension
exists also as a result of a self-proclaimed purpose to be "sociological" and by virtue
of the topics documentary chooses to cover - social problems and changes, the
circumstances of "others" and so forth (ibid, p.ix). Indeed for Grierson, the origins of
documentary lay in "sociological rather than aesthetic ideas"(Hardy ed, 1979, p.78).
The aesthetic dimension refers to the fact that the raw material of documentary
- moving pictures and recorded sound - must be organised according to certain
compositional principles and rules (Corner, 1986, p.x). Editing, as mentioned above,
is generally accepted as the principal tool for carving out the compositional form of
a film, for it is here that choices as to which shots are included, or excluded, and how
they are juxtaposed, are made. It could be argued that such choices are made from the
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moment when the camera starts rolling since the camera operator is choosing what to
shoot, and what not to shoot. The idea of "telling it like it is", or "showing it like it
is" is therefore somewhat naive - aesthetic factors have always coloured the choice of
shot, and a film will be assembled as much to inspire emotional response as simply
to inform (ibid, p.xi).
The majority of the documentaries discussed in this thesis fall into the bracket
of television journalism. Such films are commonly tied together with a commentary
which is supported by interviews with those involved in the issue under investigation.
The commentary lends to such documentaries a rhetorical nature, persuading the
audience to accept its version of reality, and in so doing, creating a new reality in the
mind of the audience. Collins notes that in television news, images of people leaving
a building or reporters standing outside factory rely on commentary to give them
significance, yet the images authenticate the commentary (Collins, 1986, p. 131). So
too in documentary. The interviews, once captured on film and tape, become images
of the interviewee, and what has been said "can be... bent and amended, split,
rearranged and adapted to fit a logic to which [the interviewee] has made profound
contributions but which is not his and which he did not himself construct while the
filming of his interview progressed" (Silverstone, 1985, p. 129). Thus is a film made
to appear authoritative, at least to those who are not familiar with the film’s subject
matter.
Silverstone, in his in-depth study of the making of a Horizon film on the social
and economic effects of breeding new high-yield varieties of crop in the Third World
found, perhaps unsurprisingly, that those with knowledge of the subject were much
more critical of the film than those with little or no knowledge of the subject matter.
These latter viewers tended to accept the substance of the film and the arguments put
foi*ward in a film which had both a presenter and a narrator to give it authority
(Silverstone, 1985, p. 188 et seq).
Where, in a "conventional documentary" such as Horizon discussed above, the
film-maker is attempting to get a particular message across, those who make
documentai'ies in a cinema-vérité "style" see themselves as "observers, not participants,
not intruding to control the action as we might have in a conventional documentary"
(Roger Graef, quoted in Collins, 1986, p. 127). G raef s reference to not controlling the
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action "as we might have" carries the implicit suggestion that the action is, to some
extent at least, controlled. One of G raef s cameramen records that films are planned
and organized, and that they film what is interesting

(Collins, 1986, p. 128, my

italics). Collins goes on to quote Robert Tyrell:

It is not that documentary film-makers are dishonest, they are usually
the most earnest and conscientious of men: it is the form itself that is
flawed by its own internal contradictions. It purports to show us reality;
but what we see is inevitably an illusion. A documentary has to be
constructed and contrived. Things have to be telescoped, space shrunk
or stretched, action specially performed. The camera must be there to
make the film and its presence must affect the subject in all but the
most desperate of circumstances and yet the film-maker is at pains to
conceal this fact from the audience (Tyrell quoted in Collins, 1986,
p.l32).

Roger Graef, who produced the Decisions series of vérité documentaries, tried
to dispense with anything which may have come between the audience and subjects
of the documentary:

How much we affect the scenes we film is hard to say, but we have
never claimed to be filming reality as it would be without us there. All
we have endeavoured to do, in devising a unique set of procedures in
our film-making - no lights, no interviews, no staging and showing the
main protagonists the edited film before transmission - is to attempt to
minimize the effect of our presence (Graef, quoted in Collins, 1986,
p.l37).

G raef s attitude - his willingness to show the film to participants before transmission is unusual, and in marked contrast to the attitudes of those involved in Car Crazy and
Cream teas and Concrete, both of which come closer to the conventional, journalistic
style of documentary.
One vérité documentary does stand out amongst those examined in this thesis Summer on the Estate (1991) - which follows the lives of people living on a
particularly bad council estate in the East End of London. This film is discussed in
subsequent chapters.
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Summary

Although the Enquiry into the Planning System in North Cornwall District explicitly
acknowledges the role played by Cream Teas and Concrete (Lees, 1993, p.2) there is
little research into the wider role of the documentary in town and country planning its effects on attitudes and, consequently, issues. This thesis aims primarily to answer
some of the questions which arise through such an enquiry, and secondly to give an
historical overview of planning’s role as a documentary film-maker’s subject.
The term "documentary" has its origins in the British documentai^ film
movement of the mid 1920s. Unlike television news, documentary is not subject to
editorial restraint (except in terms of potential legal liabilities). The definition of
"documentary" for the purposes of this thesis also avoids matters of style and runs
thus:

A documentary is a non-fiction television film, free from the editorial
restraints to which news is subject, and which explores a particular
topic or issue.
The documentary has no one style, although journalistic and vérité styles are
typical of the documentaries examined in this thesis. A documentary may broadly be
broken down into three interlinked "constituents" all of which affect the form of the
film; the technical - camera-work, editing and so forth: the aesthetic which in
combination with the technical gives the documentary its filmic form and immediacy
and authority; the sociological, which will inform the film-maker’s message, audience
and methods of communicating with that audience.

A Brief History of the
Planning Documentary 1903-1989
Introduction

A little over a century ago Louis Lumière attended a meeting in Paris to promote
French industry. He had recently invented the cinématographe, and the film he showed
to demonstrate his new invention, Workers Leaving the Lumière Factory (La sortie des
Usines) (1895), can reasonably be called the first documentary (Barnouw, 1993, p.7).
Three years after Lumière showed his first film in Paris, Ebenezer Howard
published his first book, Tomorrow: A Peaceful Path to Real Reform, the seminal
treatise on the theory of town planning. In his book he set out his ideas for a "Garden
City", and, as Lumière had initiated a tradition for non-fiction film-makers, Howard
paved the way for future writers on planning theory and practice.
The hundred years between the close of the last century and the twilight of this
have seen both disciplines have their ups and downs, the necessary growing pains of
the journey to maturity. In that time, each has produced its own of roll of honour of
practitioners and theorists. In planning the names of Howard, Unwin, Parker, Osborn
Geddes; Mumford, Stein, MacKaye; Chase, Burnham; Lutyens; Le Corbusier, Wells,
Webber, Wright; Turner, Alexander, Friedmann; Castells, Hall, Harvey.
Documentary, equally international, boasts Lumière, Flaherty, Cavalcanti;
Karmen, Schoedsack, Vertov; Kaufman, Ruttmann, Vigo, Grierson; Rotha, Anstey;
Riefenstahl; Lorentz & Thomson, Van Dyke, Kamei; Ivens, Jennings, Huston, Bossak;
Resnais, Sucksdorff, Haanstra, Murrow; Wiseman; The Maysles, Leacock, Potter,
Attenborough, Burns. And such a list must also mention television programmes such
as Tonight, Panorama, Equinox and World in Action.
Documentary has followed planning closely. The subjects of housing, travel,
urban sprawl, changing agricultural patterns, cities; these have been the preoccupations
of both planners and documentary film-makers. The two disciplines have much else
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in common. Both have seen a move towards the direct involvement of local
communities; in planning, the establishment o f forums at which locals can discuss
issues with and put their views to professional planners; in documentary, programmes
such as the BBC’s Video Diaries, where the diarist is given the equipment and
professional back-up to make a documentary o v e r,w hich they have complete editorial
control.
Both too share a rich intellectual history of creative thought, often ahead of its
time, 2ind each tries to understand humanity - why the creatures we call human beings
behave in the way they do - with a view to improving humanity’s collective lot. Both
too have also been prey to those eager to use any means available to further their own
ends.

;
This chapter looks briefly at the history of the planning documentary from the

beginning of the twentith century to the end of thé 1980s. The 1990s are covered in
chapter five. The origins of the television documentary can be traced back through
television, cinema, radio and photojournalism, in a move from the pluralism of the
first half of this century, when at least two, and for a while all four media could claim
to be contributing to the documentary tradition, to the rise of television and its
subsequent effective monopoly of the genre from the 1970s onwards.
The hundred-and-thirty or so years covered by this chapter can conveniently
be broken into four sections: from 1860, and the beginnings of photography, to 1926
and the eve of the creation of a nationalised broadcasting service in the form of the
British Broadcasting Corporation; from the birth of the BBC on New Year’s Day 1927
to 1955 and the arrival of commercial television; from 1955 to 1972, when the last
magazine with a great photo-journalistic tradition. Life, finally collapsed; and 1972 to
1989.

The Early Years

-

1860-1926

Compared with the moving picture, still photography was, by the late nineteenth
century, well established as a documentary medium. John Thompson photographed
London’s poor in the 1870s, while Danishman Jacob Riis concentrated on the poor of
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New York. Riis’s photographs are brutal when compared with Thompson’s, portraying
an immigrant population working in sweatshops and living in squalor on the East Side
of New York (Jeffrey, 1981, p. 156). In 1890, he published How the Other H alf Lives,
an exposé of the lives of people of whom the book-reading public had little knowledge
(ibid, p. 156).
Lewis Hine, who started taking photographs in 1903 in New York, worked for
the National Child Labor Committee from 1908. He reported to some extent on the
working conditions endured by children, but concentrated on making portraits of the
child labourers (ibid, p. 160). American documentary photographers were at this time
saving "the idea of individual existence from oblivion in general categories and
statistics", in contrast to the European tendency which was "analytical and objective"
(ibid, p. 160).
The earliest film recorded by Macfarlane (1987, p .l), entitled Tram Ride:
Norwich, Norfolk and made in 1902, takes the viewer on a short ride around Norwich
looking from the top of a tram at the town’s inhabitants, its streets, buildings and
other transport. Here the documentarist is using the camera simply as a silent witness;
no comment is made beyond what the viewer chooses to infer from the film-maker’s
choice of what and what not to film. Like most very early films, it is short, with a
running time barely over three minutes.
At the same time as documentary photographers recorded modern America in
the making, documentary entered a period of decline in which "the documentarist as
explorer showed the clearest signs of continuing vitality" (Barnouw, 1993, p.30). For
the twenty years following Tram Ride (1902), Macfarlane records only five films
which examine subjects only tenuously linked to planning. However, several short
films about great cities were made, including Julius Jaenzon’s New York 1911 (1911),
and Mannahatta (1921) by Charles Scheeler and Paul Strand. Although nothing to do
with planning, perhaps the most significant film of this period was the footage of
Captain R. F. Scott’s tragic expedition to the South Pole (ibid, p.30). This was first
publicly shown, with enormous success, in 1912 (ibid, p.30), ten years before the
explorer and film-maker Robert Flaherty set documentary firmly back on its feet.
By the 1920s, films had become much longer and the film industry’s centre of
gravity had shifted from Europe to Hollywood. Robert Flaherty’s successful struggle
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to bring his ultimately popular and critically acclaimed documentary, Nanook o f the
North (1922) to the public had established a new genre in the documentary tradition
and given the documentary renewed financial acceptability (Barnouw, 1993, p.43).
Flaherty’s follow-up to Nanook, Moana, was not a success at the box office, failing
to live up to the high standards set by Nanook (ibid, p.48). And the best in planning
documentaiy was still to come.

The New Pluralism

-

1926-1955

During the 1920s and 1930s film documentary and radio "features" occupied parallel
tracks which did not meet until the 1950s, when the golden age of British film
documentary had ended and television had started to establish itself as an important
broadcasting medium, often in direct competition with magazines such as Picture Post
in Great Britain, and Life in the United States. The concerns of the documentarists in film, radio and magazines - were broadly similar; all looked most frequently at
social issues such as housing or unemployment.

Film - 1926-1955

Despite Hollywood’s burgeoning influence on the film industry, one of the 1920s’
most famous films about cities was made in Germany. Walter Ruttmann was born in
1887 in Frankfurt and came from an avant-garde tradition influenced by painting,
architecture and music, all of which he studied. In 1924 he created a dream sequence
for Fritz Lang’s films on the Nibelungen saga, and he was an admirer of the Russian
film makers Dziga Vertov (himself an influential documentarist) and Sergei Eisenstein
(Barnouw, 1993, p.73). Berlin: Symphony o f a City (Berlin: die Sinfonie einer
Grosstadt) (1927), brought all these influences together. Ruttmann who directed and
edited the film simply recorded a day in the life of Berlin. The rhythms of the city
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Figure 2.
A Propos de
Nice
(1930).
C i n é m a t h è q u e F r a n ç a i s e / B a r n o u w 1993

are Ruttmann’s subject; an early morning train enters the city and opens the film.
Tracks seen from the front of the train part and re-join as the landscape changes from
rural to urban. Shutters open onto quiet streets as Berlin awakens, and machinery
grinds into action as the day progresses (ibid, p.74). Berlin had its predecessors, such
as N ew York 1911, M annaliatta and Kaufman and K opalin’s M oscow (1927), but it
also spawned many imitations including films about Düsseldorf, Stuttgart and
Hamburg by Ruttmann himself (ibid, p.73). Also of interest is A Propos de Nice (On
the Subject o f N ice (1930), filmed using concealed cameras by Jean Vigo and Dziga
V ertov’s brother, Boris Kaufman. Similar in some respects to other city symphony
films, A Propos de N ice added a sharp satirical edge to the genre.
In Great Britain, John Grierson, a moral philosophy graduate from Glasgow
University, adopted film as a means by which he "could lead the citizen through the
wilderness" (ibid, p.85). After the success of his first film about the British fishing
industry. D rifters (1929), Grierson gathered together a group of young and talented
men such as Edgar Anstey, Arthur Elton, Stuart Legg and Paul Rotha and set up the
Empire Marketing Board Eilm Unit (ibid, p.89). Grierson told his staff that they were
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Figure 3.
H ousing
Problem s
(1935)

National Film A rc h iv e /B a r n o u w , 1993

first and foremost propagandists (ibid, p.90). Their films "were trying to give an image
of the working man, away from the Edwardian, Victorian, capitalist attitudes" (Harry
Watt, quoted in Barnouw, 1993, p.90). They also sounded a note of protest in films
such as H ousing Problem s (1935) and Coalface (1936) (ibid, p.91).
Housing Problem s, directed by Edgar Anstey and Arthur Elton, broke new
ground in featuring slum-dwellers as spokesmen;

In their rat-infested kitchens, unheated living rooms, crumbling
hallways, they talk directly to the camera and provide a guided tour.
Horror and hum or merge for powerful impact. At least one of the
spokesmen - a lady who tells o f epic battles with a rat - had never seen
the film - but sensed that she was having a chance to communicate her
problems to a large constituency (Barnouw, 1993, p.95).

Such preoccupations with social issues were not confined to Great Britain. In
the United States, the Lorentz-Thomson film. The Plow That Broke the Plains (1936),
investigated the pressure on farmers to turn grazing land over to wheat production.
The consequences o f these changes, in Lorentz’s cam eram an’s eyes at least, were the
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Figure 4.
The Plow that
Broke the Plains
(1936).

J —

M useum o f M odern Art/Barnouw 1993

catastrophic dust storms which where turning acres of Texas farmland into desert. The
film, completed with the help of composer Virgil Thom son, shed light on a national
problem with great eloquence. It also agitated opponents of Roosevelt’s New Deal
agricultural policies and led some politicians to fear that the film, in depicting their
states as wastelands, had done them irreparable damage (ibid, p .117).
Occasionally, famous names from each discipline have combined forces to
produce films such as The City. Made in 1939 by the American Institute o f Planners,
directed and photographed by Ralph Steiner and Willard van Dyke,

with a

commentary written by Lewis Mumford and music by Aaron Copland, this film
explored the contrasts between the modern industrial city and the peaceful country
town. Closely based on Mumford's book, The Culture o f Cities, it had, according to
the British film maker John Grierson, "brought the American documentary film much
closer to constructive social thinking" (Macfarlane, 1987, p.8). By turns satirical and
serious. The City used experimental techniques such as concealed cameras and choral
voice montages to make its point (Barnouw, 1993, p. 123).
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Figure 5.
T/76 OVy (1939).
M useum o f M odem A rt / B a r n o u w 1993

The W ar Years, seen by many as a "Golden Age" for British documentary in
general, and Humphrey Jennings in particular, was anything but for the countless
people deprived o f their homes and relatives. Films like London Can Take It (1940),
Listen to Britain (1942) and Fires Were Started (1943) earned Jennings a world-wide
reputation (Barnouw, 1993, p. 144), and perhaps contributed much to creating the
image of Wartime Britain.
In planning, Forshaw and Abercrom bie’s 1943 County of London plan tried
to address the huge task o f rehousing the homeless (Hall, 1988, p.220), and P roud
City (1945), directed by Ralph Keene, gave them a platform from which to explain
their scheme. Forshaw sits behind a large desk in front of an imposing fireplace,
Abercrombie perches atop, speaking from behind his round wire monocle of the
benefits to be gained from their new plan.

Other films on planning also tended to

reflect the preoccupation with homelessness. N ew Towns fo r Old (1942), We Shall
Build Again (1943), H om es fo r the People (1945) and L and o f Prom ise (1945) all
looked at Britain’s housing crisis, and also at the problems of rehousing people.
The post-war years continued, inevitably, to be preoccupied with the problems
of getting Britain back on its feet, and films such as Neighbourhood 15 (1948), on
the replanning of West Ham, continued to reflect this. B rief City (1952) stood out
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somewhat from the housing film crowd, being a retrospective of the 1951 Festival of
Britain.

Photojournalism - 1926-1955

The co-existence of photojournalism with the documentary form, both in Europe and
in the United States, is significant for the way each informed the other. But whereas
in film, the film itself tends to be the subject of discussion, in photography, the
individual and his or her work fills that role. The American W alker Evans
photographed both society and architecture, the very stuff of town planning. Evans’
book, American Photographs (1938) is, "its first section at least, ...a composite work
in fifty images" (Jeffrey, 1981, p. 175). Jeffrey suggests that Evans may have found
a model in Ruttmann’s Berlin: Symphony o f the City. However, "where such modern
documentary was profligate, Evans was careful and sparing, and his images carry a
wealth of precise meaning, both singly and in unison" (ibid, p. 175). Paul Strand,
another who became equally renowned for his still and moving pictures, was one of
several still photographers (along with Margaret Bourke-White and Berenice Abbott)
to join the New York Film and Photo League, founded in 1932, and which itself
spawned Frontier Films, a production company which counted Strand amongst its
members (Barnouw, 1993, p. 113). Notable amongst their productions were Heart o f
Spain (1937), which took as its subject the Spanish Civil War, and Native Land (1942)
which dealt with civil rights violations.
In Europe, two German magazines began to craft "human interest"
photography, "which was to be Europe’s dominant mode until well into the 1950s"
(Jeffrey, 1981, p. 178). The two magazines in question, Berliner Illustrirte Zeitung and
Miinchner Illustrirte Presse, had both used photographs in the 1920s as single images.
However in 1928 they first took the step of publishing interrelated pictures, a trend
which continued in subsequent years (Jeffrey, 1981, p. 178).
This new photo-journalism, which had antecedents from before the Great War
was notable for its candid photographs of society, taken in passing (ibid, p. 178). This
candour was, reckons Jeffrey, of a special sort - "to do with scandal and exposé: e.g.
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Eisenstadt’s attention to the back streets of London and Felix M an ’s report on night
time drifters in Berlin for the Berliner Illustrirte in 1929" (ibid, p. 180). In the same
way that the move to lightweight equipment in the years after the Second World War
mfliHrri brought an immediacy to the events recorded by the movie camera (see page
16 above), so the introduction of the lightweight Leica camera in 1924 gave
photographers the opportunity to capture Cartier-Bresson’s "decisive moment." Gidal
argues that some five years elapsed before the Leica became accepted by reporters,
a new generation of whom sought a naturalism which Russian film-makers such as
Vselovod Pudovkin and Dziga Vertov had established in the mid to late 1920s (ibid,
p. 180).
The appointment of Adolf Hitler as G erm any’s Chancellor in 1933 resulted in
the dispersal of photographers to the United States, France, Britain and Switzerland
(ibid, p. 180). Magazines such as Picture Post in Great Britain, Life in the United
States and Vu in France all took on emigre German photographers (ibid, p. 180).
Picture Post, founded by the Hungarian Stefan Forent in 1938 (Barker, 1995, p.68),
had a direct influence on what the documentary unit at the BBC was trying to achieve
in the 1950s - "some form of tele-journalism" (Bell, 1986, p.78).

Figure 6.
W alker Evans, Barber
SApp, 1938.
.letlVey, I9H
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Jeffrey, 1981

Margaret Bourke-White, Natchez, M ississippi (1937)
As the world went to war, first in Spain, then globally, the significant movements and
photographers turned their attention to the machinery of conflict, and its effects on
humanity. Men such as Robert Capia and David Seymour reported from the front lines
of battle, and died there, Capa in 1954, Seymour in 1956 (ibid, p. 188). In the United
States, Dorothea Lange and W. Eugene Smith also turned their lenses on human
suffering (ibid, p. 188).
All

this may

seem

somewhat

removed

from the subject o f planning

documentary. It is not. It is in the candour and immediacy of the photo-essays for
which photo-journalism of this period is famous that the modern documentary can find
at least some of its roots.
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Radio - 1926-1955

Many of those who went into making television documentaries at the BBC cut their
teeth in radio "features", and a brief look at the development o f the radio "feature" in
the years preceding the Second World War may be helpful in providing a context for
the following section on television.
Radio documentary in the inter-war years has been somewhat eclipsed by the
documentary film movement, partly by dint of the skill with which film-makers such
as John Grierson and Paul Rotha publicised their work, but also because of "the
ghastly impermanence of the medium" (Scanned, 1986, p .l). By the time the content
of radio broadcasts and programming had started to settle down in the late 1920s,
radio began to be seen as a potential new art form, linked, like photo-journalism, with
pioneering contemporary Russian films (ibid, p.2). The nature of radio was such that
"sound pictures", appealing to the mind’s eye of the listener, seemed possible (ibid,
p.2). Radio features were seen as special, combining words and music in ways which
neither could achieve alone (ibid, p.3). Lance Sieveking, hand-picked by Reith to
explore the possibilities of radio form, saw himself as a pioneer of the new medium,
drawing upon influences such as the film-maker Pudovkin to pursue his goals (ibid,
p.3). Scannell’s opinion of Sieveking’s early experiments, founded on what he admits
to be scant evidence, is that "from the printed evidence, it must be said that the
experimental techniques swamp the substance of the narratives whose content seems
banal or pretentious" (ibid, p.4).
Such "baroque performances" were, by the late 1930s, "more a matter of
parody than an accepted method of production", and Sieveking’s style outdated (ibid,
p.4). His modernist techniques continued however, and in programmes such as Crisis
in Spain (1931), broke new ground (ibid, p.5). Crisis in Spain combined a dramatic
feature on the abdication of the Spanish monarch and subsequent formation of a
republic, with a studio discussion. The man behind Crisis in Spain, A. E. Harding,
went on to make New Year over Europe (1932) a one hour programme with the
underlying theme of peace or war in Europe (ibid, p.6). This programme kicked up
enough political dirt to result in Harding being "banished" to Manchester as
Programme Director, Northern Region (ibid, p.6).
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By the late 1920s and early 1930s the mood was defined by political and social
events. Radio had to reflect this (ibid, p.7). The newly formed Talks Department
produced major series on housing, unemployment, industrial relations and "the
condition of England" - in short, the urgent problems of the period (ibid, p.7). These
series were informed by eye-witness accounts of poverty, and by the unemployed
taking the microphone to describe living on the dole. And, inevitably, such overtly
political programmes became a part of the ammunition in political debate (ibid, p.7).
The style of these programmes was very much in the mould of "us and them"
(ibid, p.9), although Time to Spare broke this mould and invited the subjects of the
programmes to speak for themselves (ibid, p .l 1). By 1934, when Time to Spare was
transmitted, the achievement of "actuality" was a topic of discussion amongst
broadcasters (ibid, p. 12). The recording of location sound was hampered by technical
difficulties, and the sheer bulk of the equipment. Nonetheless, ’Opping ’Oliday (1934)
incorporated recorded snapshots of East-Enders taking a day’s holiday picking hops
in Kent into a live broadcast of narrative and discussion (ibid, p .12). The short section
of narration from ’Opping 'Oliday quoted by Scanned is, by today’s standards,
patronising, about rather th a n /o r the subjects (ibid, p. 13).
Despite the innovative nature of their work, by 1935, Talks’ preoccupation with
social issues had angered many, and the department was effectively dismantled, and
the BBC became increasingly cautious, in London at least (ibid, p. 14). The centre of
interest shifted North, to Manchester (ibid, p. 14).
London’s loss proved to be Manchester’s gain, and Harding quickly found a
group of talented recruits to programme making (ibid, p. 14). North Region tried, with
considerable success, to reflect local life, rather than to preoccupy itself with national
issues (ibid, p. 15). Harding’s model was "a scripted feature about life and work in
Cornwall as told by a farmer, a fisherman, a tin-miner and a flower grower". The
Western Land (1930) (ibid, p. 15). Apparently a conversation between four
Cornishmen, Harding thought it remarkable, and decided to pursue a similar line Harry Hopeful (1935) was the result (ibid, p. 15). Harry Hopeful was an itinerant
unemployed glass-blower’s assistant looking for work, and talking to local people in
the process (ibid, p. 15). The series was well received by the BBC and gave writer D.
G. Bridson a reputation which started a long and distinguished career (ibid, p. 16). The
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documentary film Coalface, inspired Bridson to produce a radio equivalent, Steel
(1937) (ibid, p. 16). Made in four "movements" to a symphonic score by Desmond
McMahon, the programme explored the industry foi* which Sheffield was famous (ibid,
p. 16). Local reaction was mixed - it was too poetic for some - but the BBC’s was
favourable (ibid, p. 17). Bridson’s three subsequent industrial features, Cotton, Wool,
and Coal (1938) followed the precedent of Harry Hopeful, with Joan Littlewood as
presenter. Coal was particularly difficult to make, and particularly successful at
evoking a sympathetic response (ibid, p. 18).
Other techniques, relying on recorded actuality, were simultaneously being
pioneered by Olive Shapley (ibid, p. 19). Shapley took the seven ton Mobile Recording
Unit on location and used it to create programmes with a narrative linking recorded
material (ibid, p.20), not dissimilar in construction to the modern documentary. The
narrative was less patronising than that in such programmes as ’Opping ’Oliday and
one contemporary critic described her programmes as "little masterpieces of
understanding and authenticity" (ibid, p.21). The Classic Soil (1939) compared
contemporary working class life in Manchester with that in the 1840s in an hour long
programme. The Classic Soil, They Speak fo r Themselves and other similar
programmes were unique in the BBC in what they were trying to achieve and how
they achieved it (ibid, p.22). This democratic foundation to radio documentary, which
evolved in the years up to the Second World War has informed documentary to this
day.

Television - 1926-1955

Television documentary, which is the primary concern of this thesis, had a painful
birth at the BBC during the first decade after the Second World W ar (Bell, 1986,
p.65). Television itself had got off to a slow start in the mid-1930s, subject both to
technical questions as to which of two competing systems to use, and to general
indifference on the part of senior officials at the BBC, who saw little significance in
the new medium (ibid, p.66). Bell quotes Grace Wyndham-Goldie recalling that.
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in these first few years, though few of them realised it, the handful of
men and women working in television programmes were fortunate in
that they were almost completely ignored; by the public, by politicians
and by the BBC itself....The development of television seemed of
negligible importance. So, with few people interested and practically
no one watching, television producers were free during those first years
to experiment with programmes and to discover what the possibilities
and limitations of the new medium actually were (ibid, 66).

By the declaration of war, when television broadcasting was shut down,
television enjoyed increasing success and popularity, although still the subject of
comparative indifference on the part of the BBC - the service was shut down without
notice to the staff - "They simply turned the switches o f f recalled producer Cecil
Madden (ibid, p.67).
By the resumption of service on 7 June 1946 - the day before the Victory
Parade - the mood was optimistic, more for radio than television. The introduction of
three radio programmes. Home, Light and Third, to replace the single programme, was
generally felt to be the most exciting postwar development in broadcasting (ibid, 67).
A new administrative structure tended to discourage experimentation, particularly in
radio, to which television continued to play second fiddle. However, television did
have an ethos of "live and let live" which enabled small groups such as the
Documentary Unit to develop programmes without obvious equivalents in other media.
Even so, television was given little autonomy by the BBC, a situation strongly
criticized by the 1951 Beveridge Report, and which "was to be a stimulus to the
introduction of commercial television" (ibid, p.68).
Despite all this, the Documentary Unit was particularly fortunate in the
appointment of Cecil McGivern to the post of Television Programme Director;
documentary was McGivern’s special interest. Norman Swallow, speaking in 1979,
was one member of the Documentary Unit who felt that:

...the Documentary Unit survived because of Cecil McGivern. Being a
radio Features, i.e. documentary man, he therefore supported those of
us who were making documentaries, and I would say historically that
he was the right man in the right place at the right time. ...The fact is
that the situation in which we are working now is a situation which he
primarily developed, and if British television is the best in the world.
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or the least worst, or whatever people say, I think it’s largely due to
him (ibid, p.69).

Despite having to make its mark from an isolated and under-funded position
within the BBC, the Documentary Unit managed to develop a number of forms upon
which much of today’s documentary trades, albeit unknowingly (ibid, p.70). The
appointment of Paul Rotha as Head of Documentaries in 1953 gave recognition to the
success of documentary output.
Rotha, internationally known as a film producer, critic and historian, recognised
a trade-off between the ephemeral nature of television and the potential size of the
audience; he wrote, in an unpublished internal memo of October 1954 titled Television
and the Future o f Documentary.

Ephemeral as a one-night stand television may be, but to counteract its
sudden birth-and-death is its fantastic simultaneous access to a mass
audience under conditions wholly different from the movie in the
cinema. This is something to reckon with; it is already causing deep
thinking on the part of those of us in the creative world who cling to
a sense of social responsibility towards those we serve. To those who
still believe that documentary has a specific social job to do, this mass
access to audiences and quick answer is of paramount importance. It
is something new in the documentary experience (ibid, p.71).

Whether from a background of film, like Rotha and Duncan Ross, or from
theatre, journalism, education and radio features, all Unit members were enthusiastic
about television’s potential to combine social science and film, and felt that television
should have a social conscience. They therefore demanded new techniques to meet
these ends (ibid, p.71).
Paddy Scanned argued that television showed little interest in controversy or
debate at this time, but saw itself more as "projecting and affirming a corporate
national life" (ibid, p.71) - "political" and "social" subjects were firmly kept apart
(ibid, p.72). Norman Swallow, who produced the Special Enquiry series recalled that;

We wanted to be very non-political. We wanted to break loose from
the convention that the truth is somewhere between the Right and the
Left, and will in some way mysteriously emerge out of an expression
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of two utterly contradictory points of view. I believe that truth exists
despite politicians. Moreover, the routine (and dare I say it without
being sacked?) the BBC theory that sitting on the fence is in some way
a profitable position has never appealed to me. I don’t mean that I
advocate the embracing of one political party or the other; I mean that
the truth can be sought without recourse to political help, and that if it
is the truth then (a) it is more inspiring than political debate, and (b)
because it is the truth, it is unassailable; by definition it cannot be
biased one way or the other. To have a violent clash of opinions is
dramatic; therefore we had to seek an alternative form of drama if we
avoided the obvious one. This alternative form is not hard to seek; it
happens the moment a programme stands on its own feet and proclaims
a point of view, and takes an ethical stand. "We believe", etc., etc.
Robert Reid began our first programme by saying at once that every
human being was entitled to a decent home for himself and his family.
He began the second one by saying that every human being was
entitled to a job (ibid, p.73).

Three types of "documentary" were made, termed by Arthur Swinson as the
drama documentary, the actuality documentary and the magazine documentary (ibid,
p.74). The dramatized documentary was a studio-based "live" production with
professional actors playing out stories taken from life, covering such topics as drugs,
hooliganism, borstal, prostitution and industrial relations. These proved popular with
viewers, although critics such as Maurice Wiggin disliked dramatized documentary
because, "The whole point of documentary is that it is literally true. ...If it is not
literally true, it is not documentary but something else - a kind of play-writing" (ibid,
p.76). Rotha thought that such a view was missing the point:

You say to yourself, this is a very important subject, I want to show it
to as many people as possible, now do I use a pure documentary
technique, no actors, no nothing except the real people, or maybe I’ve
got a subject which calls for the use of actors. I don’t think
documentary should be tied down. Realism in subject, yes, but not
necessarily the things you use in it (ibid, p.76).

Both Norman Swallow and Robert Barr felt that reaching the audience successfully
was of paramount importance; Barr wrote in a memo to Cecil McGivern in August
1951:
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Talks present personal opinion; documentary takes into account many
opinions; its nature is to select, edit, synthesize and present its own
conclusions. Documentary is concerned with action; its form is the
dramatization of facts, reconstruction of events, and it uses any
dramatic device to make its point. It will use (and devise) any
technique that will give force and clarity to the information it seeks to
convey. Its intention is to make people feel as well as think. Its appeal
is to the emotions and it talks in terms of human conduct. The court (in
Duncan Ross’s Juvenile Court) we saw was never held, but it was true.
It was created by accurate observation, sympathy, understanding and
good reporting. It was, perhaps, a better example of this process of law
than any individual session of the court could have been. That is the
justification of documentary form (ibid, p.77).

Magazine and actuality documentary tended to be more journalism than drama,
and their aims and presentation were quite different from those of drama documentary;
Norman Swallow described the Special Inquiry series as:

programmes which have taken issues of general importance and treated
them as journalistic reports. In fact our brief for the series was to forge
for ourselves some form of television journalism - the equivalent, for
example, of the illustrated article of the Picture Post type. Our orders
are to be tough and incisive, and not to pull any punches (ibid, p.78).

Despite the fact that the size of the cameras than used precluded the
unintrusive photo-journalism of Picture Post, Special Inquiry was the first programme
explicitly to speak from the audience’s point of view (ibid, p.78).
The magazine documentary, such as About Britain, set out not to be similar to
Special Inquiry. Far lighter in tone, they were the first programmes to include
unscripted interviews, conducted by Richard Dimbleby, and seen as somewhat risky
in "live" programme running to a tight schedule where nothing could be left to chance
(ibid, p.79).
Although the Documentary Department was never popular with the BBC
Administration, after the war there was "a strengthened sense... that what divided us
as a nation was less important than what we shared, and that the documentary had a
crucial role to play in creating the informed democracy which could provide a more
just and humane society" (ibid, p.79).
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1955-1971

The publication in 1951 of the Beveridge Report in to the BBC’s affairs fuelled the
political shenanigans which led to breaking of the BBC’s broadcasting monopoly, and
the establishment of commercial television in 1955 (Curran & Seaton, 1988, p. 173).
Independent television was created in the same mould as the BBC - both were
licensed for only a limited period, both had a publicly appointed controlling board.
Furthermore, ITV was not permitted to broadcast its own opinions (ibid, p. 180). The
major contribution of ITV to television was the development of television news under
the auspices of Independent Television News. The BBC’s format of an unseen
newsreader accompanied by still photographs was replaced by the now familiar
"newscaster" - journalists who wrote their own scripts and were seen reading them
(ibid, p. 180).
The BBC’s programming at this time showed an increase in the percentage of
"serious" programmes broadcast as against straightforward entertainment (Briggs,
1985, p.302). Programmes such as Panorama, founded in 1953 as a "window on the
world" with Richard Dimbleby as anchorman, and Tonight, founded in 1957 reflected
this new emphasis (ibid, p.304). Tonight was based on Grace W yndham-Goldie’s idea
of "lively journalism, designed for people who might switch on at any point" and
claimed 8 million viewers (ibid, p.304). Briggs noted that "with its magazine format,
[it] not only caught the spirit of the time, but quickened it" (ibid, p.334).
The establishment of the new towns in the 1950s gave ample new material for
documentary film-makers to pursue their interests in housing problems. Harlow and
Hemel Hempstead were both the subjects of the documentarists’ interest: Harlow in
New Towns in Britain: Harlow, Essex (1956), made for American television, and An
Experiment in Towns: Harlow, Essex (1958), which both looked at the planning of
Harlow New Town, and A Home o f Your Own (1959), which a followed the move of
a family from a run-down London street to a brand new home in Hemel Hempstead
New Town.
Chicago became the subject of a controversial BBC documentary, Chicago:
First Impressions o f a Great American City (1961) which continued the tradition of
Ruttmann’s Berlin. Made under the banner of Free Cinema - showings at the National
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Film Theatre of young film-makers’ work - Chicago was banned from the Chicago
airwaves after the outcry wrought by those Chicagoans who had seen it in England.
Reviews varied from the utterly damning to the frankly impressed, and the diversity
of opinion that an "observer-documentarist’s stance could produce... tells something
about the genre" (Barnouw, 1993, p. 234).
Harlow figured again in the BBC series The Growing Town (1961), the fifth
and final part of which included a discussion between Lewis Mumford and Percy
Johnson-Marshall on the future of the town, and a similar series made in Canada
looked with Lewis Mumford at The City in History (1963), based on M umford’s book
of the same name.
By the mid-sixties, television was a primary outlet for documentary, and
regional programmes often carried news features on planning issues. Look North and
Look West both looked at planning issues, such as the design of Washington New
Town (Macfarlane, 1987, p.30).
A ten part series of Outlook (tx 6.7.67 et seq) entitled "Living in Towns",
considered such matters as the "Local Authority", the "character of towns" and the
"nation and the individual" (ibid, p.45).
Magazine format programmes such as Special Enquiry, Monitor, Panorama,
and Horizon became weekly fixtures in the television schedules, giving the
documentary a mass audience, and making it a major contributor to popular
knowledge. About Britain, born in the 1950s, continued to seek a wide audience for
its guided tours of little-known areas of cities and towns.
The Japanese film Minamata (1971) explored the appalling genetic defects
brought upon the population of Minamata by mercury effluent from a local factory
which had found its way into the food chain. The film-maker Noriaki Tsuchimoto
sought to bring the situation to a head by filming the confrontation of the victims and
the directors of the factoi-y (Barnouw, 1993, p.256). The film continued to annoy
Japanese officials at the 1972 Stockholm environment conference and continued the
documentary’s role as advocate, and now catalyst (ibid, p.258).
In a similar vein. The Road from Wigan Pier (1971) looked at the problems
of South Lancashire’s industrial history and the consequent damage it suffered
(Macfarlane, 1987, p.83).
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After the Death o f ”Life*'

By the

-
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1972-1989

1970s, photo-journalists had relinquished their position to television

cameramen, and film had started to yield to videotape (Jeffrey, 1981, p. 214;
Barnouw, 1993, p.287). In Britain, Picture Post finally ceased to exist, while two
American magazines which had been established in the depression of the 1930s, and
made celebrities of their photographers, closed down. Look closed in 1971, Life closed
in 1972. Photography was changing its "institutional standing" (Jeffrey, 1981, p .2 14).
A day in the life of Covent Garden market was the subject of Aquarius (1972),
made when the area’s future as a market was under threat, and its death was
apparently imminent.
Could Your Street Be Next? (1973) asked whether there is adequate concern
for the quality of people’s lives when a road is widened or a by-pass is built, while
I tried Cotton Wool But It Made My Ears Go Funny (1973) showed the price paid by
people who lived near Spaghetti Junction in Birmingham (Macfarlane, 1987, p.99).
Threatened redevelopments in London were the subject of Playing the
Environment Game (1973), which looked at the controversies surrounding Toi mers
Square, Covent Garden and Notting Hill Gate, and the ways in which the
redevelopment process could be challenged by local people.
Horizon (11.2.74) looked at the demolition of a housing project in St Louis,
while Urban Sprawl versus Planners' Growth (1974) examined the effects of
unplanned growth and the methods of curtailing it, taking in such issues as the
freedom of the individual against the company on the way (ibid, p.111).
1975 was "European Architectural Heritage Year" and A Future fo r Our Past
(1975) examined whether historic buildings should be preserved, and if they should,
whose responsibility it was to preserve them (ibid, p i 17).
Mr Smith Meets the Planners (1975) followed the progress of Mr Smith’s
application to develop a shop in a conservation area over a period of thirteen weeks,
in an attempt to illustrate and explain the process of town planning (ibid, p. 122), while
This Week: Glasgow - Slum City (1975) saw Jonathan Dimbleby reporting on the
potential for social disaster which modern slums harboured (ibid, p. 126). Today:
Housing Estates - A Foul Idea? (1976) also took up the theme of modern housing.
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condemning council housing estates as being responsible for forcing their residents to
lead second-class existences (ibid, p. 138).
London Looks Forward (1977) was a major series transmitted by Thames
Television to celebrate the Queen’s Silver Jubilee. Its subject was London’s future and
virtually everything connected with it - housing, transport, the drift of jobs from
London, leisure, and Londoners’ views were all examined. The series culminated in
a discussion with the Duke of Edinburgh about the major issues arising from the
conference which accompanied the series.
The architectural writer Alec Clifton-Taylor took the audience on a popular
tour of Six English Towns (1978), in which he looked at the architecture and materials
used, while programmes looking at the plight of the homeless, both in the UK and
abroad, continued to be made.
Films about the nuclear threat to the environment caused considerable
consternation within America’s Atomic Industrial Forum. Danger: Radioactive Waste
(1977) looked at the huge accumulation of high-level waste and obsolete radioactive
equipment in Washington State, and Building Bombs (1988) echoed the warning made
a decade earlier in its portrait of the three hundred square miles of the Savannah River
which spawned radioactive turtles, and harboured the outpourings of plutonium
production (ibid, p.309).
Where We Live Now (1979) was a six part BBC series about town planning
over the previous twenty years. In the series five writers presented their points of
view, while the sixth part consisted of a discussion chaired by Brian Readhead.
Anglia Television’s About Britain series looked at Milton Keynes’ new
shopping mall in Shop! (1980), and at the Garden City concept in Everything in the
Garden’s Lovely (1980). The London Programme continued to champion the causes
of London in London and the Cuts (1980), which examined the effect of public
spending cuts on inner-city regeneration, and A Tale o f Two Cities (1980) which took
a critical look at London’s public transport system in comparison with that of Paris
(Macfarlane, 1987, p. 170).
In 1981, ITV transmitted Cities, an eleven part series which looked at eleven
cities around the world "through the eyes of one of their better known inhabitants or
visitors" amongst whom were Anthony Burgess, Peter Ustinov and Glenn Gould (ibid.
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p. 180). Alec Clifton-Taylor followed his 1987 success with Six More English Towns
(1981), while Chronicle (27.1.82) looked at the environmental problems faced by
Venice. The German film Lebensraum Stadt (1982) considered the importance of
urban renewal as a defence against the problems of depopulation, traffic congestion
in the inner city and the monotony of the dormitory suburbs (ibid, p. 192).
The Future Is Up For Grabs (1983) was made for the GLC, and looks at the
People’s Plan for the Royal Docks, which was developed by locals in opposition to
the proposals to site an airport on the docks (ibid, p. 198), while LW T’s six part series
The Making o f Modern London (1983 & 1984) followed London’s history from the
early 19th century to the present day (ibid, p.200). Alec Clifton-Taylor made his third
series, looking at Another Six English Towns (1984), while Inquiry: The Great British
Housing Disaster (1984) explored the scandal of unsafe system-built flats and houses
(ibid, p.209).
Manscape (1984) investigated the dilemmas facing urbanized communities,
while Sue Crockford’s Somerstown (1984) told the story of how Somerstown in
London was successfully redeveloped while leaving the sense of community intact.
Design Matters (1985) looked at planning problems such as the popularity of
Covent Garden and the comparative unpopularity of the South Bank Complex in
Capital Spaces or Capital Places? (4.4.85), and the types of spaces needed by towns
in Living Spaces and M arket Places? (April 1985). In How Can We Cope With
Change? (5.4.85), Design Matters presented teenagers with planning problems on a
week’s intensive course on planning (ibid, p.216).
Omnibus: The Battle fo r Mansion House Square (17.5.85) followed the
arguments surrounding Peter Palumbo’s proposal to build a skyscraper in Mansion
House Square, and included interviews with luminaries from both sides of the fence
(ibid, p.221). Later in the same year. Prince Charles threw his hat into the ring with
Prince Charles: The Pride Factor (1985), in which he explained his hopes for
community architecture, and indicted those whom he saw as responsible for the state
of the modern city.
Channel Four’s film The Eleventh Hour: Bombay Our City (1986) examined
the plight of Bombay’s four million slum dwellers, some of whose homes are
threatened with demolition by a scheme to beautify Bombay. Channel Four continued
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its policy of innovative programming with Worldwise Reports (24.4.86) in which
teenagers investigated the problems of urban pollution in Stockholm and York (ibid,
p.229). A trend of advocacy in planning documentary had been started and has
continued into the 1990s, as the films discussed in chapter five demonstrate.

Part II
Research Design

Research Questions and Objectives
Research Objectives

The documentary is now a standard fixture of weekday television schedules, and
planning issues feature prominently and frequently in the national news. The question
of how planning issues are treated by the media was looked at to some extent by
Rattenbury, whose thesis, Architecture in the Media (1987), looked specifically at two
case studies, the redevelopment of Mansion House Square in the City of London, and
the proposed office development at the Royal Opera House in Covent Garden.
Rattenbury findings were that the media’s

representation of architectural issues was limited, partial and selective,
contained contradictory values and implied agreed sets of aesthetic and
popular values for architecture. Complex issues within architecture
were represented as simplified conflicting positions which were then
argued in competition with each other, so that the quality of a building,
as judged on the implied values of the architectural agenda, could be
used as an argument in the negotiation of wider issues of architectural
policy (Rattenbury, 1987, Abstract).

The term "media" here referred only to national newspapers, not television coverage.
The aim of this thesis is to provide an analysis of the way in which television
documentary can influence the progress and outcomes of planning issues in the United
Kingdom, since this is an area of both planning and media research which is as yet
unexplored. This aim will be achieved by exploring how the documentary presents
planning issues and how accurately both film-maker and filmed feel they have been
represented in the programme broadcast. Implicit in this is the suggestion that both
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bias and editorial interference may figure in documentaries on planning, as they have
in documentaries on other issues'.

Principal Research Questions

This thesis has four main research questions, discussed in greater detail below, which
attempt to explore the problems of representation and bias. First, the nature of the
documentary film-maker’s approach to, and interest in planning issues; second,
whether the film broadcast was what the film-maker envisaged; third, the participants’
perceptions of how fairly and accurately they have been represented in the film;
fourth, whether making and broadcasting the film affected the views and opinions of
those involved.

The F ilm -M aker’s Approach to the Planning D ocum entary

This question is perhaps the most important of the four. The motives for making a
film about planning can be quite personal perhaps stemming from a desire to bring to
light injustices or clarify situations which the film-maker feels have been ignored or
misrepresented^. The film-maker may equally be driven by an interest in a news item
which has caught her eye in a local or national newspaper, and which she feels will
make an interesting (and marketable) film. Rabiger, in Directing the D ocum entary,
notes that many documentary makers are also avid readers of newspapers, scrutinising
them daily for items of interest (Rabiger, 1992, p.37).

' See R osenth al, The N ew D ocu m en tary (197 1) for an explo ration o f c en s o rs h ip o f d o c u m e n ta r y in
R o s e n th a l’s interv iew s with the f ilm m ak e rs F re d e ric k W is em an , w hose film on an a sy lu m for the insane,
Titiciit F ollies, was ba nn ed from general public release by the M ass ac h u se ts S u p re m e C o u rt in 1967, and
Peter W atk in s, w h o s e evo cation o f nucle ar war. The W ar G am e (1965). w as denie d televisio n sc reening
(although giv en theatrical release) until recently.
Meremy Sand ford, interview ed in The N ew D ocum entary in A ction, gives a graphic descriptio n o f the
circ u m s tan c es which led to his m ak in g C athy C om e H ome (1966), a d o c u m e n ta r y - d ra m a on the plight of
the hom eless.
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The importance of establishing and understanding the motives behind the
making or commissioning of a film can give important clues or quite possibly
unequivocal statements as to the nature of bias in the film, and further, provides a
context for the participants’ views and opinions of the film. It has been claimed that
a documentary "may seek to provide an objective and impartial account of things,
people or activities, or, alternatively, it may be a personal film which deliberately
embodies the perceptions, emotions, interests and biases of the director" (Burgess,
1982, p.35). Alan Rosenthal gives a neat summary of the debate on objectivity; given
the importance of this debate, his summary is quoted at length.

The attack on documentary’s claim to truth and objectivity is reinforced
by some of the following arguments: Documentary depends on
selection and is manipulated by political codes, by the presence of the
director, by the style of shooting, by the cutting. Everything depends
on a subjective choice - objectivity is impossible. Again, the distance
between the fiction film and the documentary is lessened because the
latter is dependent on so many methods of the former, such as
reconstruction, dominant and evolving central characters, occasional
parallel editing, and a tension and climax resolution structure. In short,
objectivity is nothing but a pose, and documentary in the end has little
to do with the real world but is merely another social fiction.
I don’t really subscribe to this view. We are all, Marxists
included, caught in up in our various cultural and ideological systems.
No one is outside, and if only the outside view can have any value or
objectivity, then let us say a cheerful goodbye to creative work and
criticism, not just in film but in most of the arts. ...Most serious
historians, of course, claim objectivity, yet the writing of history is
extremely ideological - why else the constant rewriting and
reinterpretation of historical events? So in history, as in film, the debate
goes on (Rosenthal, 1988, p. 13).

Rosenthal adds that few documentary film-makers have ever claimed to be entirely
objective in their approach.
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Whether the Film Broadcast was the Film Envisaged

This question deals essentially with two issues; first, editorial interference; second,
unexpected changes to the script.
Establishing the existence, if any, of editorial interference may provide answers
to accusations of factual inaccuracy or bias on the part of the film-maker. Editorial
interference is most likely to involve requests to cut out certain passages and therefore
to alter the balance of the film^; the omission of one scene can be enough to shift the
bias of a film from one side to the other. This may give balance to a previously
lopsided set of opinions, or, equally, it could destroy the film-maker’s message.
Unexpected changes to the "script" are particularly likely in documentary, since
the form o f the film is dependant upon the way in which events unfold before the
camera. This question helps in the tracing of the path from idea to broadcast.

Participants ’ Views o f their Role in the Planning Documentary

This question ties in closely with the first and also raises the important issue of
perceived rather than acknowledged bias. An example of perceived bias might be
found in the local councillor who feels that he has been unfairly treated in a film
which brings to light and publicises his own misdemeanours. Here, lessons can be
learned from what might be termed the "balance of bias", one instance of which is
the complaint from Right-wing political parties that the evening news has a Left-wing
bias, while Left-wing parties complain of a Right-wing bias in the same programme.
A typical response "well they must have got it about right then..." misses the point
that one side might be correct, the other wrong. However, short of actually sitting and
watching every single foot of film or videotape shot, which may no longer be possible
anyway, the only way of gaining an idea of the accuracy of the portrayal of the
participants is to find out whether important facts were recorded, but omitted from the
film. It is important also to establish whether a particular "slant" is given to those facts

S e e th e interview w ith Arthur Barron in The New Documentary in Action for an accou n t o f this typ e
o f interference.
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obtained and subsequently presented in the documentary. By combining the responses
of film-maker and participant, a picture begins to emerge o f the accuracy o f the film
broadcast.

W hether the Film A jfected the Views o f Those Involved

The effectiveness of a film purporting to examine critically certain issues must
ultimately be judged by whether it affects those issues, or at least by whether it leaves
other people wanting to affect those issues. Rosenthal, writing in 1988, lamented the
lack of attention given by theorists to the viewer’s role in documentary, despite the
fact that media affects and attitude change "are not exactly new subjects" (Rosenthal,
1988, p.5). Burgess and Harrison, writing in 1993, note, on a more general level, that
"the move towards qualitative research methodologies in media and cultural studies
over the last decade has come from recognition of the need to naturalize audiences
within their everyday settings..." (Burgess & Harrison in Hansen, 1993, p.200). This
fourth question concentrates primarily on the opinions o f the participant-as-viewer
rather than the views of an audience unconnected with the film or with planning. The
views of such an audience would ideally be sought also if the influence of the
documentary is to be fully established, but such research would be a project in its own
right, and is beyond the scope of this thesis. In asking this fourth question therefore,
the equation is balanced, and both sides involved in the film - maker and viewer - are
included. The question thus goes some way towards helping us understand the effects
a documentary has, and therefore its actual role in shaping the events it covers.

Summary

The aim of this thesis is to provide an analysis of the current role and influence of the
planning documentary in the United Kingdom.
This thesis seeks answers to four research questions: the nature of the filmm aker’s approach; the participants’ views of their role in the documentary; whether
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the film broadcast was the film envisaged; whether the film affected the views of
those involved.

4
Methodology
Introduction

This chapter looks at the methodology used in the project. After a general
introduction, the two main research techniques - interview and content analysis - are
discussed. Subsequent sections look at how and why the case studies were chosen, and
in more detail at the choice of interview respondents, and the approach adopted to
analysing their responses to the questionnaires.
The research is structured around a two-part methodology - simply, content
analysis and open-ended interviews - which between them give a methodological base
sufficiently broad to accommodate the different facets of documentary, and flexible
enough to be able to adapt to its vagaries. The methodology is based almost entirely
on existing methodologies used in the examination of the documentary or the media,
so possesses the virtue of being "tried and tested" by the Glasgow University Media
Group (1982), Rosenthal (1971, 1980), Sussex (1975), Comer and Richardson (1986)
and Rattenbury (1987).

The Open-Ended Interview

The use of the open-ended interview as a tool for documentary analysis is best
illustrated in Rosenthal’s The New Documentary in Action (1971), a collection of
interviews with directors, script-writers, editors and photographers, the main aim of
which is "to explore the working methods and production of first-rank documentary
film-makers" (Rosenthal, 1971, p.l). Rosenthal based his selection of interviews not
only on the fact that the films discussed are exernplary, but also on the "need to
illustrate certain specific problems such as editing and writing, or research and team
co-operation" (ibid, p.2).
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The open-ended interview is used also by Corner and Richardson in their essay
Documentary Meanings and the Discourse o f Interpretation (Comer & Richardson,
1986, p. 141 et seq). Corner and Richardson’s interest was "in the way in which a
sample group of viewers understood, and responded to, specific sequences in one
documentary programme" (ibid, p. 142). Thus whereas Rosenthal was seeking a view
from behind the camera. Corner and Richardson sought the view at the other end of
the chain, from in front of the television set.
The techniques used by Rosenthal and by Corner and Richardson are broadly
similar; the interviewer will lead the conversation, usually stating their particular
interest, for example:

Question - Can 1 ju st move on now to talk about another specific scene which one or
two people have commented on? That’s the scene in which...(ibid, p. 147).

Rosenthal tends to open his interviewers with a brief discussion of the interviewee’s
background, before moving into more specific territory.
The open-ended interview, although fine for eliciting information, does have
a tendency to unwieldiness and inconsistency if the questions are not tightly
structured. The most efficient way of acquiring consistent and concise information is
by the use of a questionnaire asking simple, unambiguous questions with a view to
eliciting unambiguous answers. While such a questionnaire is ideal for analysis of a
quantitative nature, the qualitative analysis which is required for an understanding of
documentary requires far more flexibility than such a questionnaire can afford.
The interviews in this research project are therefore based on tightly structured
questions and open-ended answers. The questions follow logically from one another,
for example

Q. What do you think was the role o f the film ?, followed by
Q. What do you think should have been the role o f the film ?
(Appendices).
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In this example, the respondent may well follow up their answer to the first question
with an unprompted answer to the second; "Well I thought it made a fuss about this,
but it should have made a fuss about that." Thus the interviews provide qualitative
information of a consistent nature.
Three sets of respondents are interviewed - those involved in the process of
making the film, those participating in the film as interviewees, witnesses and so forth
and a small sample of those involved in formulating planning policies. The
questionnaires used may be found in the appendices of this thesis.

Content Analysis

W hile interview techniques can provide many of the answers to the kinds of questions
being asked - particularly those trying to establish opinions and perceptions - they
cannot provide data as to the structural nature of the documentary. By this I mean the
length of time given to the various participants and viewpoints, and situations in which
interviewees are filmed, the nature of the editing. For example, is every shot showing
a particular viewpoint immediately followed by a shot contradicting that viewpoint?
Or are the protesters in, say, a demonstration against a new motorway always filmed
during or after a skirmish with the police, showing them when they are cold, tired,
angry and upset, while those forcing the motorway through are filmed in comfortable
surroundings, giving a calm interpretation of events? And if the viewpoints are filmed
in this way, what is one to make of it?
With the exception of the last, the above questions can only be answered by
content analysis, which is basically the dissection of the film and analysis o f its
constituent parts. This technique has been used successfully use by the Glasgow
University Media Group who see "analysis of content not as an exclusive or superior
form of communications research but as a bridge that could facilitate our
understanding of the communications process. ...Without it, we cannot comment
effectively on what producers produce (as distinct from their beliefs or intentions), nor
what it is that audiences are responding to" (GUMG, 1993, p.3). Content analysis is
therefore an essential adjunct to interview-based research techniques.
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Content analysis can take a variety of forms, ranging from pure research to
subjective critique. At its most quantitative (and tedious), it can be a major part of
time-lapse analysis as a simple and basic research tool, such as that used by William
Whyte in his survey of the seating capacity of à ledge outside the Seagram Building
in New York City, where Whyte carried out a frame-by-frame analysis of peoples’
comings and goings during the day, and plotteid the information he gleaned onto a
graph (Whyte, 1988, p. 166). At the other extreme lies the review of the latest feature
in a daily paper written by a professional film-critic. This analysis will be almost
entirely qualitative and contain many value judgements. In between these two
extremes lies the work of researchers such as the Glasgow University Media Group.
The research carried out by the GUMG concentrated particularly on the news
bulletins broadcast by the BBC and ITN. Besides examining such quantitative factors
as, for example, the number of references to contradictory speeches purporting to
explain British Ley land’s problems in 1975 given by the then Prime Minister and the
then Union Representative (GUMG, 1982, p.29), the Group also scrutinised the
construction and wording of the news reports. Again they were looking for unbalanced
commentary (and often found it) and unqualified statements of "fact" (cf GUMG,
1982, p.52 et seq).
The content analysis in this project attempts to provide a counterbalance to the
very qualitative and subjective nature of the interviews, and therefore tends to eschew
inference and speculation, at least until the two methodologies are combined and
conclusions are drawn. The content analysis therefore concentrates on issues of a
specifically quantitative nature. Such issues include the lengths of time given to
particular viewpoints, the number of occasions an interviewee is "allowed" to
comment, and the number of references by the narrator (if any) to a particular
viewpoint. However, concentrating only on quantitative issues will neglect qualitative
issues such as the backdrop to a participant’s interview, the nature of any commentary
(is it more sympathetic to one viewpoint than another?), interviewing techniques (is
it consistently more aggressive towards one person than towards another?), and
qualification of purported facts and figures. Such qualitative issues are therefore also
examined.
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Choice o f Case Studies

Although a case study, or a series of case studies can never be the source of
generalisation, they can be useful, "both for the hopefully accurate descriptive detail
and for the possibility of using that detail to explore general questions which are
raised by it" (Silverstone, 1985, p.2).
This thesis looks at several planning documentaries, each of which forms the
subject of a small, and not overly detailed case study. Two of the television films are
discussed in detail, and these form the two major case studies.
This thesis looks specifically at planning documentaries made in the last five
years. The reasons for this choice are firstly that an appraisal o f the current situation
is required; secondly, if interviews are to make a useful contribution to the research
then the interviewees must be able to remember their involvement clearly and in some
detail (The Director of the National Trust declined to be interviewed precisely because
he could not remember clearly his involvement in Car Crazy, made only two years
ago); thirdly, because the start of a new decade is a convenient and common point
from which to evaluate an historical period of time.
The list of documentaries examined and discussed in this thesis is not claimed
to be comprehensive. Largely through financial constraints, it covers just nine (out of
approximately fifteen) of the planning documentaries listed in the National Film
Archive Card Index Catalogue from 1990 to 1994 under the headings of "housing",
"local authorities", "planning regulations" and "environment" plus the BBC’s The
Road. As a consequence of this approach, all of the films except The Road are from
ITV and Channel Four, since it these companies which sponsor the National Film
Archive. The BBC were, perhaps paradoxically for a public institution, unwilling to
allow me access to their catalogues, despite protestations to the Director-General.
Although the National Film Archive does keep some BBC films for "access" (i.e. not
of archival quality), these are not kept filed by subject, but by title. A look at the titles
of the films viewed for this project confirms the difficulty of tracing films about
planning from such clues.
Nonetheless, while looking at more films would clearly be ideal, the limits
placed by cost and the BBC’s lack of assistance do not, in the author’s opinion at
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least, compromise the research, particularly in the light of Silverstone’s comments
quoted above.
Of the ten films examined, two. Cream Teas and Concrete (1991) and World
in Action: Car Crazy (1993) are analysed in detail. Both films have a case to make the former looked at allegations that planning decisions in North Cornwall routinely
contravened the area’s structure plan, and the latter examines the environmental
damage wrought by the motor car and by road building. Both films attempt to take an
objective look at issues which have "for" and "against" sides to them, and it is in such
films that the existence of a partisan view can most easily be considered and
discussed.
Cream Teas and Concrete caused a considerable outcry after it had been
shown. Audrey Lees noted that:

It seems reasonable to assume that the television programme Cream
Teas and Concrete and the associated publicity led directly to the
widespread expression of public concern about events in North
Cornwall. This is an example of how attention can be focused by the
media to a beneficial purpose, as the publicity resulted in a Council
taking steps to put its house in order, and presumably encouraged
action by the Secretary of State (Lees, 1993, p.43).

That Cream Teas and Concrete was the subject of a partially successful complaint to
the Broadcasting Complaints Commission suggests that even a documentary which "is
an example of how public attention can be focused by the media to a beneficial
purpose..." (ibid, p.43) can nonetheless be less than balanced in its treatment of its
subject.
Car Crazy was also the subject of complaint, this time to the film company,
but again its substance was the biased treatment of its subject. Both these complaints,
and other comments about the accuracy or otherwise of some of the documentaries
discussed herein, are considered in subsequent chapters.
Both Cream Teas and Concrete and Car Crazy, which was transmitted when
the controversy over Twyford Down featured daily in the national news, focused on
areas of concern which either were, or came to be of national interest. These two
documentaries have therefore been selected as the two major case studies.
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Choice o f Interviewees

The main prerequisite for choice of interviewees was the need to establish the
viewpoints of those both behind and in front of the camera. This therefore requires
interviews with the someone closely involved in the film, usually the producer who
has overall control of the film’s approach to its subject, and with participants in the
film, representing each side of the issue under examination. Interviews with people
indirectly connected with the film such as local authority representatives were also
carried out.

Pilot Study

The decision was taken early in the project not to carry out a pilot study for four
reasons. First, the difficulty of procuring the pilot interviews within a limited timescale
would have threatened the main body of the research; second, the project is itself a
pilot to an extent; third, the information collected from any pilot study would have
been of use to the project as a whole in any event, so did not need to be separated
methodologically; fourth, the questionnaires were designed specifically both to allow
the respondent sufficient leeway in their answers to provide a broad informational base
and to give the respondents the opportunity of giving any further thoughts over and
above what was asked in the questionnaire.

Summary

The methodology used in this thesis is a broad approach, using content analysis and
open-ended interviews. Case studies were chosen both to gain an insight into recent
planning documentaries and, for the two major case studies, by dint of their national
significance. Interviewees were chosen to give broad reflection of the views of those
involved in the making of a planning documentary. The decision was taken not to
carry out a pilot study, but to use a broad and flexible methodology.

Part III
Case Studies

5
The Films
Introduction

Documentary films about planning issues have been characterised by a return to what
Barnouw described as "advocacy" - notably in the form of powerful indictments of
local and national government’s treatment of such issues as housing policy and
conditions, transport, development control or some combination of all of those things.
This chapter gives synopses of each of the films viewed for this project, and
discusses stylistic considerations, the films’ approaches to their subjects, and basic
points concerning the films’ substance. Cream Teas and Concrete and Car Crazy are
treated at greater length since they form the two major case studies for the research.
A detailed analysis of the research questions, with general reference to all of the films,
and detailed reference to Cream Teas and Concrete and Car Crazy comes in the
following chapters.

Summer on the Estate (1991)

Summer on the Estate (1991), was the winner of the Royal Television Society’s Best
Regional Documentary Award (NFAC, 1994). Filmed in a purist cinema vérité style,
and with no spoken commentary, Summer on the Estate looked at the Kingshold
Estate in Hackney, East London. Transmitted over six weeks in the summer of 1991,
each of six parts opened with the title "What follows are the experiences of some
people on the estate during the summer of 1990". Such explanatory titles appear
throughout each part offering stark and non-judgmental explanation of, for example,
the estate’s day centre:

Title - The Day Centre’s summer garden party.
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Figure 8
Sum m er on the
W ild and Fresh P r o d u c tio n s /L W T

Title - The centre provides activities fo r old age pensioners fro m a wide area o f
Hackney.
Title - Num bers are restricted due to lim ited resources.
{Summer on the Estate, 1991, Pt 1)

Built in 1969, the Kingshold Estate had 1500 residents in 900 flats, distributed
among two seventeen storey tower blocks and seventeen low rise blocks. The design
of the buildings was sufficiently poor as to make living conditions on the estate bad
enough to provide ample and effective footage. The series followed several parallel
"storylines". The consequences of the design faults, the workings of the estate’s
Tenants’ Association, squatters, the poor conditions under which the elderly had to
live, overcrowding; these are all observed by the camera. Each forty minute part of
the series concentrated on one of these issues, but allows the other issues to run on
as sub-plots. The first part introduces

the characters involved, letting them explain

their own histories. John, a squatter on the estate who makes his living from finding
squats for other people (£50 per squat including a new set of locks) explains that he
is providing a service and filling homes which would otherwise remain empty. The
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Tenants’ Association, chaired by Joe Fay, feels threatened by the squatters on the
estate. When John discovers, on the grapevine, that a now unoccupied flat on Kidron
Row has become a health hazard, he organises a group of fellow squatters to break
in and clean up the mess - "this is probably criminal damage" remarks one squatter
to the film crew as he kicks in the door. Joe Fay, finding the Fat cleared, and the
rubbish left for the council to collect, blames squatters for pursuing their own ends
and creating a health hazard in the process. The docum entary’s scope for putting such
conOicts in context is well illustrated here. Although we become increasingly well
appraised of the misunderstandings and lack of trust between the squatters and the
Tenants’ Association, the misunderstandings are never cleared up.
The camera work throughout is understated. The return of a family from their
holiday to cockroach-ridden flat is not dramatised, merely recorded. The m other’s
tears of shock and disbelief at finding cockroaches in every cupboard she opens are
real enough to need no embellishment.
What, then, of the issues which Sum m er on the Estate addresses? No editorial
position is stated until the last title of the last part;

Figure 9.
Sum m er on the
(

1991).
W'ild and Fresh l^rodiictions/I.W
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Title: One year after film ing this series, Franchea and many o f the other tenants you
have seen are still living on the estate. Many still have cockroaches, asbestos and
broken windows. And most still have the spirit to fig h t fo r better living conditions.
{Summer on the Estate, 1991, Pt 6).

It is clear that the film makers’ sympathies lie with those living on the estate. The
tenants are presented in the series as having to fight tooth and nail against Hackney
Council for decent living conditions. When the tenants go to a Council meeting, we
see the Councillors trying unsuccessfully to appease the tenants. At the end of Part 4,
after a discussion about the asbestos which lines the walls of all the flats, making it
unsafe even to redecorate, Mandy asks bitterly if the Council will provide protective
clothing for them. Someone laughs, and the programme closes with M andy’s words
"It’s no good you laughing. W e’ve got to live in it".
The series’ power lies, I think, in both the sensitive and understated camera
work, and in the editing, which between them bring out the fear and resilience of the
tenants. Relief from the stresses of the estate are few for the viewer, as they are for
the occupant - karaoke night in the local pub, the opening of a local artist’s exhibition,
cheerful banter in the park. In a very real sense, this series tells us what life on the
Kingshold Estate is like. However, the series does not give an appraisal of the overall
situation concerning this estate, and other similar estates in Hackney.

The London Programme - "Return to the E state” (1991)

The week after the final part of Summer on the Estate was transmitted (one year after
the series was filmed), The London Programme devoted a special edition to the
Kingshold Estate titled Return to the Estate. This news programme looked at the
general problem of London’s "sink estates", and included a filmed tour of the estate
with the then Secretary of State for the Environment, Michael Heseltine, followed by
an interview with him in studio. This programme again looked at the environmental
hazards of living on such an estate, and also at the fear of crime.
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Figure 10
Return to the
E sta te {\9 9 \)
L o n d o n W e e k e n d T elevision

This I'ear was graphically illustrated when, during the interview with Joe Fay, Mrs Fay
arrived homefrom a shopping trip having been attaeked by a teenager on a bicycle.
The programme reported that the estate was now so dangerous that no tenants were
sent to live there, and that all the tenants resident on the estate were due to be
transferred elsewhere.

Our Backyard - "The Tale o f Bugs Bottom " (1991)

Kim Shillinglaw’s film The Tale o f Bugs Bottom followed a local campaign to prevent
the development into a giant housing estate of Bugs Bottom, a cherished local valley
in Berkshire. The film was one of twelve in the series Our Backyard, the first six
Cff
prog ram me s/w h ic h were transmitted in 1990, and the rest in 1993. Like Sum m er on
the Estate, The Tale o f Bugs Bottom is shot in a cinema vérité style. Sub-titles pro\ide
factual information where appropriate, and there is no commentary. The film focuses
on the newly married couple, Debbie and Steve, who are spearheading the campaign
to save Bugs Bottom and their imaginative methods of drumm ing up support for it.
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The film-makers followed the Bugs Bottom Action G ro u p ’s campaign over a

period of approximately five months. A mixture of vérité work and interviews, but
with no commentary, the film focuses effectively on the people behind the campaign
to save Bugs Bottom and gives a useful insight into the workings o f a small part of
the process o f public participation.
The film opens with picturesque shots of Bugs Bottom and a locally-written
"theme" song about Bugs Bottom and the threat which hangs over it, and then moves
to the couples wedding, where the local press are in attendance. Their aim, a local
journalist tells the camera, is to get some photographs of the Bugs Bottom Action
Group, some of whom are present dressed as rabbits, for the local paper. The film
then covers a walk to Westminster, again with the Action Group m embers dressed as
rabbits, where they hand a petition over to Sir Gerald Vaughan MP, protesting against
the proposed development of Bugs Bottom.
Besides being taken around one of the developer’s show houses - a hint of the
threat to Bugs Bottom - we are also observers at a local Action Group meeting, a
fund-raising pop concert and a radio interview with Steve, who has written a pop song
about the campaign. The programme closes with a title to the effect that the appeal
hearing has been cancelled due to a House of Lords ruling, but the fight goes on.

Figure
T/7C

Observer Film Company/Channel Four

p/

Bugs Bottom
(1991).
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The role of this documentary is not clear. As a piece of journalism exploring
a publicity campaign it is quite successful, shedding light on the dedication which is
necessary for such a campaign. It is also unusual in that it looks specifically at one
aspect of public participation in the planning process. Its length and potential
audience, which was dictated by its "prime-time" evening slot (Shillinglaw interview,
1995) precluded investigating the subject in the kind of depth necessary to make it
more than informative entertainment. As a statement in support of the campaign to
save Bugs Bottom, it must be judged sympathetic but unsuccessful, for the
development went ahead despite the efforts of the Bugs Bottom Action Group (Sue
Williams, Reading B. C., interview, Feb 1995).

Cutting Edge - "Cream Teas and Concrete" (1991)

Cream Teas and Concrete (1991) gave national publicity to issues which had already
been the subject of local concern (Fyson, 17.2.94, 10) and resulted, ultimately, in the
publication by the Department of the Environment of the Enquiry into the Planning
System in North Cornwall District by Audrey Lees. One of Channel Four’s Cutting
Edge series, the film is an exposé of the "unorthodox" views and methods of North
Cornwall District Council’s Planning Committee.
The first example of a councillor’s "unorthodox views" comes two minutes into
the film. After the opening titles, over shots of the North Cornish landscape shrouded
in mist with monks chanting in the background, we hear Councillor Bill Lyne:

I love to see electricity pylons. They add character and life to the area. 1 shall never
object to pylons because they’re a sign o f progress.
(Cream Teas & Concrete, 1991).

The notion of what is, and what is not an "unorthodox view" is subjective, and what
in the 1990s may seem unorthodox, might not have been in the past. The point is that
for Councillor Lyne, who looks in the film as if he is in his sixties or seventies.
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Figure 12.
Cream Teas
and Concrete
(1991)
T w e n ty -T w e n ty T elevision/C han ne l Fo ur

electricity pylons are a "sign of progress", and welcome as such. For Councillor Lyne,
their aesthetic values are secondary to their social and technological significance, and
so are not an eyesore. At the very end o f the programme. Councillor Lyne describes
Bodmin M oor as "derelict", and suggests building factories on the moor, instead of
on "good agricultural land". The implication seems to be that for Councillor Lyne, and
others like him, land which is not suitable for agriculture is effectively derelict, and
might just as well be built on as not. Given that Cornwall’s economy is predominantly
rural {Cream Teas & C o n c re te ,\9 9 \), such an attitude should not be surprising, even
if it is offensive to those who appreciate Bodmin Moor for its aesthetic and natural
qualities. This film does not, then, address the point made by Anthony Fyson that:

...other [problems] stem from deeper, more intractable, locational,
economic and social causes. These triggered the events and are likely
to endure, even if all Audrey Lees’ recommendations are implemented
in full (Fyson, 17.2.94, p. 11).

The film is built up around a commentary and interviews with members of the
council, the Director of Planning, local developers, local people who are concerned
about North Cornwall District’s approach to the planning process and the local
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government correspondent of the "The Independent". In most cases, the interviewer
is not heard, although in interviews with some developers and the Director of
Planning, he is, particularly if the interviewee’s opinion or actions are being
challenged. Unlike the two documentaries discussed above. Cream Teas and Concrete
makes it clear from the outset that there is a case to be made against the planning
régime in North Cornwall, and then sets out to prove its point. The main witness for
the case against North Cornwall District is Councillor Brenda Parsons.
The film’s contention is that North Cornwall District has, in the previous five
or so years, consistently granted planning permission for applications which
contravene the county’s structure plan. These contraventions, it is argued, are to the
detriment of the landscape, much of which is classed as Areas of Outstanding Natural
Beauty. Further more, many of the permissions granted were to applicants who
themselves sat on the planning committee.
Various councillors and ex-councillors deny that North Cornwall’s approach
to planning is in any way damaging to Cornwall, and frequently express resentment
towards "outsiders" who interfere with local affairs. Examples are used to good effect
to illustrate and corroborate the film’s line of reasoning, supported by interviews with
North Cornwall’s Director of Planning and Development, Tony Philp. The
interviewing style is quiet and challenging:

Interview er: Why don 7 you do something about the blatant abuse o f the agricultural
dwelling system?
Tony Philp: Caji you elaborate what you see as a blatant abuse o f that?
Interview er: People, fo r instance M r Buchanan, near Wadebridge continue to live in
dwellings that were approved fo r agricultural reasons when they've no intention o f
farming.
Tony Philp: Well obviously, it is err, an abuse o f the planning system, um, which,
clearly I, I would not be happy with, errmm, but, I fe el there's very little else I can
say on that. It obviously is not fully in accord with my professional advice er, but at
the end o f the day I don’t have any vote, (laughs weakly) I ’m not there to take the
decisions.
{Cream Teas and Concrete, 1991).
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As a planner, the subjective reaction to this film is one of mounting disbelief
at the way in which North Cornwall District operates. This, I think, is intentional. The
examples of breaches of the structure plan and abuses o f planning control powers
become increasingly extreme as the film progresses. The film culminates in an
interview with Tony Philp regarding the granting of outline planning permission for
a large development by Bruce Robertson. The permission was granted by Philp under
powers of delegated legislation which are normally reserved for small schemes:

Interview er: M r Robertson says publicly that he has plans fo r a zoo, gift shop, a
hundred-thousand visitors in the fir s t year. Is that what you call a sm all schem e?
T ony Philp: I ’m not fu lly aware o f what M r Robertson has been saying.
Interview er: These are fro m the planning docum ents which he subm itted to your
departm ent.
Tony Philp: I see. It may be what is in his mind, but o f course as 1 m entioned the
position at the m om ent is that only outline perm ission has been granted, and the fu ll
details o f the buildings, uses, activities have still to be submitted.

Figure 13.
Cream Teas
and Concrete
(1991).
'rwent\’-Twenty Television/Channel Four
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The commentary then describes an internal memo from Philp to his deputy
which ends "...I think we’ll see if we can get away with it at this stage, without
weakening our hand further."

Interviewer: What did you mean by that?
Tony Philp: You’ll have to give some more background as to what was happening
at the time or show me the memo.

Interviewer: (Hands TP the memo) That’s the memo.
Tony Philp: (Reads the memo) Can you tell me from the file at what stage that was
being written.

Interviewer: I d o n ’t know. Um, I think the suspicion o f those people who are
protesting against the scheme is that you hope to get away without consulting the
local community perhaps. What was it you hoped to get away with?

Tony Philp: Without seeing the file, I ca n ’t from memory give you an answer to that.
Interviewer: But there you ’re saying "I think we ’II see if we can get away with it
without weakening our hand further". Can you not remember what that was in
reference to?

Tony Philp: I think possibly, I can’t directly remember, er, the only thing I fe e l it
might be related to was this question o f whether or not the local residents should have
all been individually consulted.
{Cream Teas and Concrete, 1991).

Taken as a dramatic climax to the film, effectively indicting Philp for
incompetence and dishonesty regarding the processing of that particular planning
application, this sequence works well. However it was condemned by the Broadcasting
Complaints Commission as being unfair to Philp in using the memo "purposefully to
discredit him, and [in] the implication that he had improperly used his delegated
powers" (Broadcasting Complaints Commission, 1993, Summary).
The commentary then reports that Councillor Parsons has called for an
independent public inquiry into the planning decisions of North Cornwall District
Council. It was this inquiry which resulted in the publication of the Enquiry into the
Planning System in North Cornwall District.
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The London Programme - "Unsaleable Former Council Flats" (1992)

Unsaleable Form er Council Flats is a piece of commentary-led investigative
journalism, which looks at the "Right to Buy" legislation introduced by the
Conservative Government. Although it makes use of interviews with occupiers who
are affected by the problems under investigation, its style is informative rather than
sensational, and it relies on the efficiency of its exposé to create its effect.
The film concentrates on the difficulty of getting a mortgage for many e x 
council flats which are now falling into sometimes chronic disrepair, the costs of
which councils try to pass on to the occupiers. The occupiers’ case is that they simply
cannot afford the repairs, or the bills for repairs which are sent to them by the local
council and the mortgage companies refuse to grant mortgages on these properties,
despite giving guarantees to the Department of the Environment that they would.
Estate agents, the programme tells us, are not interested in ex-council Hats
either, again due to the difficulty of obtaining a mortgage. The victims are the tenants,
saddled with large repair bills which they cannot afford to pay, and a flat which
nobody wants to buy. Prices have plummeted to such an extent that even if the flats
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could be sold, the gain would be insufficient for the seller to move elsewhere. In
short, concludes the film, there is no apparent way out of this impasse.
Unsaleable F orm er C ouncil Flats lacks the "punch" of say Cream Teas,
appealing more to logic than to the emotions. Its presentation is akin to that found on
the national news - impartial, objective, laying out a set of facts rather than putting
a case.

Dispatches - "Caught in the A ct" (1993)

Using hidden cameras to make its point. C aught in the A ct is an investigation into the
fraudulent acquisition of council houses by people who do not have "priority" status.
The film follows the Homeless Persons Unit of Lambeth Borough Council, and its
attempts to root out fraudulent applications for council housing. Many of the fraudsters
are of African origin, and this gives the tale an added twist in that the black workers’
section of Lambeth see the attempts to clear up the fraud see the policy as racist. This >
accusation is denied by the (black) worker in the Homeless Persons Unit, who points

d
/
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Figure 15.
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out that the Commission for Racial Equality has ruled that the policy is not racist.
Like Summer on the Estate and The Tale o f Bugs Bottom, Caught in the Act
is filmed in a vérité style, but a commentary knits the whole programme together,
providing explanations of the policies and problems with which the Homeless Persons
Unit has to deal.
The underlying structure of the film is sequences of interviews with
"fraudsters", either with a secret camera in their homes, or from behind the glass
screens through which they are interviewed at the Homeless Persons Unit’s premises,
alternated with commentary-led explanations of the problems authenticated by vérité
footage of the Homeless Persons Unit discussing the problems amongst themselves.
The programme concludes that confidence in the waiting list system has
collapsed, and that the only way to get a council house is to short-circuit the system
and "go homeless", gaining priority status and jumping the housing queue.
Like Unsaleable Former Council Flats, Caught in the Act argues its case
logically, using the vérité sequences simply to authenticate its message.

World in Action

-

"Car Crazy" (1993)

Only thirty minutes in length. Car Crazy is one of the more powerful planning
documentaries of the 1990s. It is, as its title suggests, an indictment of the motor car,
which piles up accusations against the road lobby, aiming effectively at the
Conservative Government’s large road building programme and at the quarrying linked
to it.
Although there are snatches of vérité work, the film relies on the commentary
to hold it

together, with interviews with experts adding authenticity to the

programme’s case. Only one interviewee puts a case opposed to the programme’s, and
the film’s objectivity is compromised by this. The problem of bias is discussed further
in subsequent chapters.
Car Crazy uses emotive language and metaphors to get its message across:
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Figure 16.
Car Crazy
(1991)
G ra n a d a T elevisio n

C o m m e n ta ry : It was like a scene from a classic western; on top o f the hill were the
cowboys, police arm ed with binoculars and video-cam eras. Dow n below were the
Indians, revolting, at what they see as the increasing dom ination o f the motor-car.
(C ar Crazy, 1993)

Three themes are covered - the controversy at Twyford Down, a new bypass
to be built in the Peak District and the new super-quarries of Scotland. The format of
the programme is to precede each section with picturesque imagery over a soundtrack
drawn from Vaughan-W illiam ’s archetypal English piece, "The Lark Ascending". The
commentary comes in shortly after, describing in slightly apocalyptic language the
threat to the area under scrutiny. The film ends with a reading of Philip Larkin's poem
"Going Going" which sadly predicts the disappearance of England’s countryside under
acres of concrete. Again, the background music is "The Lark Ascending."
From the opening shots to the closing titles, this film leaves the viewer in no
doubt about what it is intended by the film-maker to think. Similar in its approach to
Cream Teas and C oncrete, Car Crazy places the same reliance upon carefully
constructed collages of evocative music and picturesque images to make the viewer
more receptive to its message that Britain’s countryside is at risk. It is in the appeal
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Figure 17.
Car Crazy
(1993)
G ra n a d a T e le v is io n

to the emotions that the strength of documentary lies, and it is in the emotional impact
of these films, that their power lies.

The Home Front - "High Interest" (1993)

This is one of two documentaries which act as a platform for someone to put their
point of view across to a wide audience. Industrialist Sir Peter Thom pson uses the film
to suggest a new approach to the crisis of homelessness, drawing on examples in and
around Bradford to make his point, which is that the current mechanisms for
preventing homelessness are inadequate and inefficient. We see Thom pson sitting in
on a local council meeting and visiting a run-down housing estate. He has breakfast
with a couple in bed-and-breakfast accommodation and discusses the problems of such
an existence with them. The film closes with a visit to a new housing estate still under
construction, which is being run by a housing association. This is T hom pson’s
example of what should be possible, but is not.
Thompson indicts the Conservative government’s "Right-to-Buy" policy, where
money from council house sales cannot be re-invested in housing, the Department of
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Figure 18.
H i^h Interest

(1993)
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Social Security and the excessive bureaucracy in the system. He points to a distorted
housing market as cause and effect o f some of the problems. The solution, he
suggests, lies in having a "solid" housing benefit system and in educating the masses
to the market.
It is not an outstanding film. Thompson appeals to logic and reason with great
earnestness, but fails to jog the emotions before doing so. The result is a detachment
which the camera cannot overcome.

Heaven, Hell and Suburbia (1994)

Jonathan G lancey’s three part anti-suburbia series is, like High Interest, one m an’s
view. The three parts o f the series. Lullaby o f Bromley, G nom e A lone and The Shining
City give the viewer an idea of where Glancey’s sympathies lie.
Lullaby o f Brom ley takes a first, critical look at the concept of the suburb,
visiting not just the London suburb of Bromley, but suburbs in Paris and New Jersey,
where a local Journalist describes suburban dwellers as "video hermits". The second
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part. Gnome A lone, considers how the perceived safety o f the suburbs makes them
attractive while the lack of people makes them lonely. Glancey visits an "edge city"
in the United States which is known only by the numbers of two intersecting highways
- "287-78" - and bemoans the fact that shopping malls have replaced civic spaces.
This, he says, is a symptom of the decline of the "body politic", a "rejection of our
responsibility for a wider society." The third and final part. The Shining City
celebrates London, Paris and New York as custodians of national cultures, and echoes
Jane Jacobs’ call for lively and vibrant cities as places to live and work.
The film makes no claims to objectivity, the interviews with "experts" on the
damaging effects of suburbia doing little to dispel our suspicions that the film is
entirely subjective.
But G lancey’s direct appeal to tastes and emotions gives the series an edge
which T hom pson’s film lacks. Glancey guides us through suburbs in France, America
and Britain with an eloquent and passionate hatred of his subjects. Interviews with
suburban residents, who put the case for suburban dwelling, are sympathetic and no
comment is passed upon them. Yet they too

seem to add weight to G lancey’s

contention that suburbs are damaging to society. The final part extols the virtues of
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city centre living; Glancey’s witnesses to this are middle-class New Yorkers, filmed
at their children’s nursery school. Glancey’s contention that the suburbs are a
"rejection of any responsibility for a wider society" may be true - this is not the place
to discuss such a question. Whatever the answer, Glancey’s film neglects the misery
that living in the inner city can bring to those not wealthy enough to enjoy anything
but survival, a different world explored in Summer on the Estate.

The Road (1995)

Although not strictly within the time period being examined in this thesis. The Road
was felt to be important enough to warrant discussion.
The Road was a fifty minute examination of the proposal to build a new by
pass near Bath. The film is unusual for two reasons. First, it is the only film
considered in this thesis which was made by the BBC; second, it was the most evenhanded of the films examined for this thesis.
A mixture of emotive vérité work and interviews, this film follows the
campaign of two protesters who do not wish to see the by-pass built. Their views are
contrasted with those of the local people who have been campaigning for a by-pass
for the last thirty years. The views of security guards at the site of protest, the
contractor who has to carry out the work, the people who live on the main road
through the village, lorry drivers who use the route and protesters are canvassed.
The Road was one subject on Channel Four’s forum for viewers to air their
opinions, Right to Reply (25.2.95). The accusation was that the film was too "pro
road", that there was a "lack of insight and exploration of the policies" which were not
challenged. Grant Mansfield, the executive producer of The Road replied that the film
was not intended to be investigative. Certainly The Road does not have the strong
environmental bias which features strongly in many of the films discussed above, but
it does consider the advantages which the community would derive from this scheme.
In this respect, it is unusual.
The subjective feeling having seen the film is one of sympathy for the plight
of both the protesters and those who want the by-pass. This film is significant for the
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fact that while it does give both sides of the argument, it does not tell the audience
which side to support.

The Films

-

Some Observations

Advocacy - the pleading in support of a particular argument - characterises all of the
films discussed above with the exception of The Road. From the indictment of inner
city housing estates in Summer on the Estate to the secret camera-work of Caught in
the Act, the films carry a common message - something is wrong - and ask the same
basic question - what will be done to put things right? In this respect planning
documentary in the 1990s continues the Griersonian tradition of social comment and
criticism, attempting both to inform society and to act as a catalyst for its change.
The topics covered in the films include housing, housing policy, local
involvement in the planning process, local government, transport, homelessness and
urban and suburban lifestyles. Within these broad categories, smaller sub-categories
are examined such as squatting, perceptions of one’s neighbours, tenants’ associations,
crime, public participation, political ideologies, and the modem lifestyle. In short,
there are few social issues which the planning documentary has not looked at, in some
detail at least, in the last five years. Health and education seem to be the two major
social issues with which the planning documentary does not deal, perhaps
unsurprisingly given the planning system’s limited powers over these two aspects of
society.
That planning documentary reflects the broad concerns of the planning
profession admittedly is not an intellectual bombshell, but it does the beg the question
of what it is about planning issues which interests film-makers. This question is
addressed in the next chapter.
The preoccupation with the advocacy-documentary may go some way to
explaining why all of the films fall into the stylistic brackets of either vérité or
investigative journalism, since these styles best suit the nature of the message being
put across. The way in which the styles are used is worth further consideration.
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Summer on the Estate demonstrates the purest use of a vérité style, with the
camera-work supported only by titles, and the occasional sequence in which a
participant will speak to the camera, but as if speaking to a friend. The Tale o f Bugs
Bottom supplements its vérité sequences with interviews, and sequences where the
participants explain what they are doing directly to the camera. The role of the film
crew in this capacity is discussed in the next chapter.
At the opposite end of the stylistic spectrum to Summer on the Estate is Cream
Teas and Concrete, with its carefully measured commentary linking interviews with
local councillors and developers. One apparently vérité sequence appears in fact to
have been set up. Councillor Brenda Parsons visits Mr and Mrs Willy about a new
extension which they are building. The opening shot of this sequence, of M r and Mrs
Willy nailing tiles to the roof of their new extension, is filmed from the roof itself,
and the W illys’ view of Councillor Parsons arriving is recorded. The camera position
then switches to ground level to film M r Willy climbing down the ladder to join
Councillor Parsons to discuss the extension. Subjectively, the impression is that this
sequence has been prearranged. This is perhaps the weakest sequence of the film,
whose real strength lies in skilful interviewing, and the piling-up of examples to make
its point.
But the strength of a film does not simply lie in its style, or in how one-sided
it is. The Road manages to remain comparatively even-handed in its approach to its
subject, but nonetheless evokes a degree of sympathy for both sides of the dispute
which it follows, I think largely through its appeal to the emotions. High Interest,
which deals with the emotive subject of homelessness, attempts to be even-handed in
its reasoned critique of the Government’s housing policy, and fails in the process to
instill in the viewer a feeling of outrage at the plight of those who suffer. Car Crazy
is overtly biased and provocative in its presentation of roads and quarries as basically
destructive things.
The questions of bias, and of emotive appeals to the audience are discussed in
the following chapter. This chapter, and in particular these observations, set a context
for those discussions.
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Summary

Documentary films on planning in the 1990s have been characterised by a return to
"advocacy".
Predominantly vérité or investigative in style, they seek to pass comment on
a variety of modern planning issues, from disputes over local government in rural
Cornwall {Cream Teas and Concrete) to the problems of living on an inner city
housing estate {Summer on the Estate). The films vary in presentation from the cooly
objective {Unsaleable Former Council Flats) to the highly personal {Heaven, Hell and
Suburbia).
The films touch on most of the issues with which planning has to deal,
although there is no common theme or message.

From Idea to Broadcast:
The Film-maker’s View
Introduction

The motives for making a documentary inform every aspect of the film, from
inception onwards. In this chapter, the nature of the film-maker’s interest in planning,
and how that interest finally manifested itself in broadcast form, are examined and
discussed. From this examination, clues as to any likely bias in the film can be
gleaned, and the intended message of the film established and clarified. The intended
message also provides a context both for the way in which the various opinions are
presented, and for the participants’ remarks when interviewed for this thesis.
In looking at Cream Teas and Concrete and Car Crazy, both content analysis
and the interviews are used. Other films are also discussed where relevant. The
interviews give the film-makers’ stated reasons for making the film, the issues which
caught their eye, their interest in those issues. The effectiveness with which those
interests are translated onto film, or videotape, is then examined through the use of
content analysis - how much time is actually devoted to the issues claimed as
important by the film-maker, for example. The combination of content analysis and
interviews thus enables the mapping of how the film-maker moved from the initial
idea to the final set of images which constitute the film, and the implications of this
for how the film tells its story.
This chapter is divided into five further sections. First, the motives for making
a film are discussed, and the film-makers’ views considered; second, the role of the
film crew in affecting the events they film is examined; third, the issue of editorial
interference in the film-making process is discussed; fourth, the construction of the
films is examined in its role as a context for the film-maker’s stated aims; the fifth
section summarises the chapter.
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Motives fo r Making the Film

Planning, its mechanisms, methods and consequences, is just one of many issues
which might be called "social". Since Grierson’s work, documentary has concentrated
on social issues, of which planning is but one, and Cream Teas and Concrete and Car
Crazy reflect that. The producer of Cream Teas and Concrete was unable to take part
in this project, but the instigator of the film, Brenda Parsons, was. Her role as
participant is discussed in the next chapter, her role as an influence behind the making
of the film is discussed in this. The assistant of Cutting Edge's Commissioning Editor,
Peter Moore, was also able to contribute. Kim Shillinglaw, who produced The Tale
o f Bugs Bottom, gave an interview which is discussed in this chapter, as did Brian
Blake, who produced Car Crazy.
Cream Teas and Concrete was made following an article by Christian Wolmar,
the local government correspondent for the "Independent", which investigated the
problems in North Cornwall. Brenda Parsons, who instigated both the article and the
film, believes that it was the article in the "Independent" which gave the story the
necessary credibility to interest Channel Four. Given that Parsons persuaded Channel
Four to make the film, rather than the production company, it seems reasonable to
assume that the film was commissioned by Channel Four.
The interest claimed by both Blake and Shillinglaw was journalistic.
Shillinglaw was there as a film-maker and journalist, seeking an insight into how the
campaign to save Bugs Bottom was organised, at a time when there was still a chance
of success.
Car Crazy was commissioned largely because of the news coverage then being
given to the controversy over Twyford Down, and the Scottish super-quarry. Blake’s
specific interest was not just the pressure groups and activists revolting against the
road-building proposals, but the fact that "middle-class Britain" was protesting too.
These three films demonstrate the documentary film-maker’s preoccupation
with "the human interest", the need to make "good television" which people will want
to watch.
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The Role o f the Film Crew

The role played by the film crew in the making of a documentary does not necessarily
stop at that of passive observer. Shillinglaw’s opinion was that while some people do
perform for the camera, others act naturally in front of it. She added that when she
was filming the protests at Twyford Down, events happened haphazardly, often at
times when the film crew was absent. Her solution to this problem was to give
protesters camcorders to film the events themselves, and her feeling was that the
footage shot by the protesters showed the security guards acting with much less
restraint than when an obviously "professional" film crew is present (Shillinglaw
Interview, 1995).
In the Tale o f Bugs Bottom the campaigners talk to the crew as if the camera
were not present, and indeed, over the five months that they were being filmed, they
came to see the fact that they were the subjects of a documentary as another arm to
their publicity campaign (Shillinglaw Interview, Feb 1995).
Brian Blake’s view was that people do not generally perform for the camera,
although professionals "like to give their 25 second sound-bite." Blake’s method is to
film with a minimum of lights and other paraphernalia so that the interviewee does
not feel that they are in a studio, and so are relaxed (Blake Interview, 1995).
In Summer on the Estate, which was also filmed over a period of months,the
boundaries between observer and observed become very blurred. It is, I think, evident
that the film crew are trusted as sympathetic observers, a contention that is borne out
in one sequence where a recently divorced couple, Ian and Shirley, are having a "post
divorce drink" in Ian’s new flat on the estate. A neighbour, Tom, knocks drunkenly
on Ian’s door and then attacks Shirley who has let him in. After Ian has bundled Tom
back outside, Shirley gestures towards the film crew, remarking that were it not for
"that lot", Tom would have killed her. We feel the crew’s awkwardness as the camera,
still running, is pointed at the living room table while we hear Ian and Shirley arguing
in the kitchen. Ian then goes outside to make his peace with Tom, a sequence which,
initially, is filmed through the door’s spyhole. When Tom attacks Ian, the front door
is opened by the film crew who ask Ian if he needs any help. Ian declines, and the
camera reverts to its status as detached observer.
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In another sequence, Joe Fay’s wife tells us of her intention to leave her husband
and go back to the north of England. It is as if we, via the film crew, have become
her confidante, and when, later, we see Joe Fay sitting on the arm of the settee trying
to comfort Mrs Fay, the film crew speaks for all of us when they ask if they should
leave the room. Joe’s reply is "yes please", and we are glad to leave an intense, and
awkward situation.

Editorial Interference

The question of editorial interference proved to be less important than had at first been
thought. The general consensus was that, except for considerations of taste and
decency, which a film-maker would follow anyway, editorial interference simply did
not happen.
Shillinglaw, who produced The Tale o f Bugs Bottom for Channel Four, told me
that censorship is "not usually a problem"

at Channel Four.

Usually the

Commissioning Editor would view the rough cut (the film equivalent of written "first
draft") approximately two-thirds of the way through editing, and offer comments about
points in the film which were not clear or obvious to anyone except the film-maker.
Shillinglaw felt that this was generally helpful.
Blake reckoned that the film was roughly 90-95% the producer’s and 5-10%
the editor’s. Again, the only comments from the editor were on matters of clarity.
Blake added that if the film was likely to be controversial, lawyers and the executive
producer would be consulted, but this was more as a safeguard against legal action
than through a desire to avoid controversy.
Peter Moore’s assistant did make the point that Moore, when he commissions
a film, does have strong idea of what he wants the film to convey, and is prepared to
make changes to a film accordingly, although she did not, or could not elaborate on
this. Peter Moore was not available for comment.
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Construction o f the Films

The construction of the film gives useful clues for interpreting the film-maker’s stated
intentions behind the film. By examining the film piece by piece, a picture o f how the
various opinions and shots are juxtaposed begins to emerge, and from this picture
information concerning bias and presentation of the participants: can drawn. Such
information proves useful when assessing the participants’ views of how they were
treated in the film.
Silverstone draws a parallel between fictional narrative and televisual science both need to tell a story, and, being stories, need their heroes and villains
(Silverstone, 1985, p. 171). Car Crazy and Cream Teas and Concrete are no exception
to this rule. In Car Crazy, the story is as yet unresolved. The film follows the efforts
of campaigners (the heroes) in their fight against the road-builders and quarry
companies (the villains). So too Cream Teas and Concrete follows the campaign of
Councillor Brenda Parsons (the heroine) against the destruction of the Cornish
countryside by the local council (the villains). As in Car Crazy, the matter is left
unresolved. The views expressed in the films tend to be polarised, and we are left with
the impression that there is little middle ground between those views. Channel Four’s
"Guidelines for Independent Producers" codify this requirement to some extent in their
description of the type of material sought for the Cutting Edge series:

Stories are mostly drawn from home rather than abroad and an
observational style is more common than a photo-journalistic one.
Good access is welcome, as is the potential for dramatic tension,
conflict and crisis (Channel Four, 1994, p.3).

This requirement, for a right and a wrong side, runs through all the films
discussed in Part Three. From Summer on the Estate, where the heroes are the tenants,
the villains are the local council, to Heaven, Hell and Suburbia, in which Jonathan
Glancey sets himself as the heroic crusader against the villainous suburbs, all the films
tell a story of good versus evil. The appeal is to our emotions, our morals, our sense
of right and wrong. Only Sir Peter Thompson’s High Interest, takes a detached view
of the issues, discussing them cooly and thoughtfully. It is perhaps the least successful
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and least interesting of the films. The point is that a programme, to get its message
across, must grip its audience.
One underlying motive in the construction of a film then, is to hold an
audience. However the size of the audience is also a factor. Shillinglaw said that she
would be prepared to trade a half-hour "prime-time" slot for a later one-hour slot and
a consequently smaller audience. World in Action has 7-8 million viewers. Cutting
Edge has anywhere between 2 and 10 million, depending on its subject, and what it
is scheduled against. Peter M oore’s assistant added that audience size was "not really
important", an opinion which ties in with Shillinglaw’s sentiments on audience size.
But what of the claimed interests? Blake’s interest in "middle-class Britain"
and its role in protests such as that at Twyford Down is not obviously apparent in the
completed film. Only two references are made, the first after five minutes, where a
commentary statement that "Fear of Great Britain becoming a concrete jungle has led
to an unlikely alliance of youth and the voice of middle-class Britain" is followed by
a shot of a middle-aged man in shirt sleeves decrying the number of motorways. The
second reference to "middle-class Britain" occurs after 23 minutes, again in the
commentary:

C om m entary: The next environmental battle will be the widening o f the M25. An
unholy alliance o f local action groups and home counties Conservatives insist they
will fig h t the largest road development outside North America. The pro-road lobby
believe it m ust go ahead.

Of the 25 minute programme, just under a minute, or 3.2%, is devoted to the role of
"middle-class Britain" in the protests. The remainder is devoted either to putting the
environmentalists’ view (85.5%) or the views of the pro-road and quarry lobbies
(11.3%). Besides the obvious question of bias, these figures lend credence to a view
that Blake was in fact pursuing an anti-car agenda while making the film, and that the
issue of "middle-class Britain’s" involvement in the protests ceased to be of any great
interest to him. Paul Everitt of the British Road Federation suggested that the film
may always have been intended to be anti-car.
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Blake’s original aim, to tell the story of why so many from different
backgrounds were demonstrating, seems to have been displaced by the making out of
a case against further road-building. The only clue as to why this has happened lies
in the way documentary does not follow a script in the way that fictional film, both
in cinema and on television, tends to do. Blake typically writes a "scenario", which
sets out a very loose framework for the film. This scenario was not closely followed
in Car Crazy. Once on location shooting tends not to follow the scenario, which may
effectively have been scrapped by the time of editing, but events as they happen.
Original ideas and lines of thought can thus be obscured, or made redundant by
unpredicted and more interesting material and events. Typically, a documentary will
require over ten times as much film or videotape to be shot, as the length of the
finished film. Car Crazy was shot at a ratio of 12:1 - so six hours of film for a halfhour programme. Ideas which fail to produce good footage will be scrapped; new
ideas which emerge from the footage shot may take precedence, and dominate the
finished product. Although the reasons for making Cream Teas and Concrete lie in
the film itself, the reasons for making Car Crazy are not so clear. Blake offers one
view, which does not easily tie in with the finished film. The executive producer of
World in Action, Charles Tremayne, in a letter to the British Road Federation, offers
another, more convincing view:

The question is surely whether we have got the right balance at the
moment between the need for economic development and the need to
conserve the best of our countryside (Tremayne, 1993, Letter).

Brenda Parsons stated that the role of Cream Teas and Concrete was always
"to expose certain problems in planning." Tony Philp, who came out of the film
particularly badly (see chapter seven, below), told both the Broadcasting Complaints
Commission and the Author that the film-makers had told him that they were
examining the planning question of the conflict between encouraging development and
protecting the environment, and the difficulties of reconciling that with a fragile local
economy. It could reasonably be argued that the film-makers 20-20 Television did just
that, concentrating particularly on the inconsistency with which the planning
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regulations were applied. The Broadcasting Complaints Commission felt that "overall,
the programme, which took a critical look at the policies and decisions of North
Cornwall District Council, was responsibly made and in the public interest" (BCC,
1993, Summary). In Cream Teas and Concrete then, the motives of the film-maker,
and the original interest, appear to have carried over into the completed film. In Car
Crazy it did not.
Both Cream Teas and Concrete and Car Crazy exhibit underlying patterns in
the way the material is presented. Cream Teas gives examples of planning decisions
which contravene the structure plan to an ever greater degree. These examples are
punctuated by evocative imagery and music, against which the examples of local
desecration are set.
Car Crazy follows a similar pattern. Evocative shots of the land under threat
from new roads or quarrying are backed with snatches of Vaughan-W illiams’ "The
Lark Ascending" creating an image of the British Isles against which to set the
subsequent descriptions of the threatened destruction.
Cream Teas and Car Crazy are both commentary-led films. The commentary
in Cream Teas accounts for 43% of the programme, the commentary in Car Crazy
constitutes 33%. The commentaries are used to explain facts, to tie the film together
and to tell the viewer what to think. The commentary in both is authoritative and
calm, but the language and timing is carefully measured, as the two following
examples demonstrate. The first is from Cream Teas, the second from Car Crazy.

C om m entary: Councillor John Smeeth acquired land and buildings around
Poundstock church. In a letter to his colleagues he said "We consider the plot would
make an ideal site fo r a dwelling and obviously would greatly improve the area". This
is Councillor Sm eeth’s "Improvement". In August 1988, Traditional H om es Magazine
featured this as an example o f how not to build in a protected area.
{Cream Teas and Concrete, 1991, Author’s transcription)

C om m entary: The British countryside in Summer. For centuries it has seemed the
same, never changing. (Pause)Bwt in the last forty years there’s been a revolution
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changing the face o f Britain. Forever.
{Car Crazy, 1993, Author’s Transcription)

Clearly the commentary must be carefully constructed to fit in well with the shots, and
much thought is given to how the most appropriate meaning can be squeezed out of
a few words. The two examples given above however, do more than impart
information in a concise and efficient manner. They set a scene, and emphasise the
thrust and opinions of the film. The ironic tone of the excerpt from Cream Teas and
the apocalyptic phraseology and timing of the excerpt from Car Crazy both serve to
reinforce and clarify the film’s stance, and in so doing, inform the audience of how
the film should be watched. Any interviews will serve either to strengthen the film’s
case, or if they challenge the film’s case, the commentary offers a swift rebuttal. In
Cream Teas, the interviewees who challenge the film’s contention - that the planning
system in North Cornwall is being abused by its own councillors - are left to speak
for themselves. When set against the authoritative and ironic tone of the commentary,
the interviewees seem almost comic. Indeed a group of post-graduate planning
students viewing the film in 1993 were moved to laughter by some of the
interviewees’ comments.
Car Crazy is so structured that a pro-car/quarry opinion is given on average
once every 4 ^ minutes, and then immediately rebutted by the following interview.
Anti-car/quarry opinions however, tend to follow one after the other, each reinforcing
the previous opinion. The British Road Federation, who were the only representatives
of the road lobby (against eight anti-road "witnesses"), did complain to Granada of
bias in Car Crazy. This complaint seems to be justified by the balance of opinion in
the film: roughly 88% of airtime was devoted to the anti-car/quarry view, against 12%
devoted to the road/quarry lobby.
Bias in Cream Teas is more difficult to establish. The number of people
speaking in defence of the planning régime in North Cornwall outweighs the number
speaking against it by a factor of nine to four, excluding the commentary. Nonetheless,
the film is clearly an indictment of the North Cornish planning régime, and the
Broadcasting Complaints Commission

(1993, Summary) and the Enquiry into the
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Planning System in North Cornwall District (Lees, 1993, p .l et seq) vindicate the
film’s approach.
Summary

This chapter necessarily covers considerable ground, but in doing so throws light on
the film-maker’s approach to making a planning docuihentary.
The first point is that the film-maker has considerable autonomy in the creation
of a documentary, and is therefore able to pursue their own agenda.
The motives for making a film are varied, but human interest and the
possibility of conflict will be of considerable importance since the film must be "good
television."

;

The role of the film crew goes beyond recording events as they happen before
the camera. Their presence may influence the way events unfold, and people’s
behaviour and attitudes towards the issues concerned. However, once people become
relaxed in front of the camera, their behaviour tends to be quite natural.
Editorial interference is not common, and will be restricted to matters of clarity
or legal liabilities. Controversial material was felt by those interviewed to be safe from
censorship.
The construction of the film will polarise views and exploit potential conflict
to tell a story of "good versus evil" and there will appear to be little middle ground
in the film. The film will appeal to emotions and moral stances rather than logic, and
is unlikely to be very objective in how it treats its subjects.

7
After the Broadcast;
The Paiticipant’s View
Introduction

This chapter follows from and ties in with the above chapter on the film-maker’s
approach to making a planning documentary. In this chapter, the question of how
accurately and fairly the participants felt they were represented is discussed. It is
useful to recall Silverstone’s point, made in the Introduction, that the interviews, once
captured on film and tape, become images of the interviewee, and what has been said
"can be... bent and amended, split, rearranged and adapted to fit a logic to which [the
interviewee] has made profound contributions but which is not his and which he did
not himself construct while the filming of his interview progressed" (Silverstone, 1985,
p. 129). It is the participants’ views of how their image has been constructed on film
which forms the main subject matter of this chapter. However, the Departments of the
Environment and of Transport commented on their respective attitudes to planning
documentaries, and their views are also considered, albeit briefly.
This chapter is divided into four further sections; first, the participants’ views
of how they were represented are examined; second, the way in which the opinions
of those involved in Cream Teas and Concrete and Car Crazy changed through their
involvement in the two films are discussed; third, the views of the Department of the
Environment and the Department of Transport are considered. The fourth section
summarises this chapter.
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Participants’ opinions of how well they have been treated by the film vary widely,
from very pleased to very bitter.
Tony Philp, the Director of Planning and Development at North Cornwall
District Council, felt that his treatment in Cream Teas and Concrete was sufficiently
unfair to merit a complaint to the Broadcasting Complaints Commission. In interview
with the author, he said little that had not already been said in the B CC’s adjudication,
and Philp’s views on this point are therefore drawn both from the adjudication and
from his interview with the author. Philp made six specific complaints, in addition to
accusing the programme-makers of "reckless and dishonest journalism" (BCC, 1993,
p.l). The BCC upheld four out of the six complaints, but did find that the programme
had used a particular document "purposefully to discredit him" and that the
programme had wrongly implied that "he had improperly used his delegated powers"
(ibid, summary).
Philp said in his interview with the author that he felt, with the benefit of
hindsight, that he had been naïve in his approach to the film. His assumption, based
on his being led to believe that the film-makers were looking into general planning
questions, rather than specific planning decisions, was that the documentary was to be
informative, and that the film-maker was not "out to embarrass" him. Philp felt that
the editing of his hour long interview had been severe, and that the interviewing
technique was "fairly leading." Channel Four, in their representation to the BCC, said
that "Mr Philp’s contribution had been edited in order to compress his comments into
an understandable and presentable form and his comments had been included at
length. The editing had been fair and balanced and had shown M r Philp giving
complete answers to complete questions" (ibid, p.6). The Commission upheld Channel
Four’s contention on this point, noting that "Mr Philp was himself largely responsible
for the difficulty in which he found himself during the interview" (ibid, p. 10).
It is certainly the case that the evidence available from the BCC, Mr Philp and
the programme itself suggests that Mr Philp was, with the two exceptions mentioned
above, treated fairly in the film. By his own admission, he failed to deal effectively
with the film-makers, and this is reflected in how he comes across. Philp felt that he
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came across in the film as "less than competent" (ibid, p.2). His perception that the
programme’s treatment of him was biased is itself biased. Yes, he was an "easy
target", and doubtless could have been made to appear much less competent than he
in fact did (ibid, p. 10). The point is that the image of M r Philp portrayed by the film
was not one which Mr Philp could easily accept. He found it difficult to recognise his
own image of himself in the image constructed by the film-makers. Given that the
film-maker’s image was not complementary, it is little surprise that Philp felt that the
programme was biased against him. But as mentioned above, the reasons for his
appearing to be incompetent lie with him. His incompetence was in his inability to
present himself well for the camera.
Councillor Brenda Parsons, who instigated Cream Teas and Concrete felt,
perhaps unsurprisingly, that she had been fairly treated in the film, and that the
interviewing technique had been "not aggressive, straight and fair". Parsons said also
that she would have changed nothing in the film, and that it was better than she had
expected it to be. Given that the film produced the results she was looking for (see
chapter seven below) such a positive response is to be expected.
Car Crazy did not give rise to such polarised opinions as did Cream Teas and
Concrete. Paul Everitt, Assistant Director of the British Road Federation spoke to me
on behalf of Andrew Pharoah, who took part in the film. The BRF agreed to take part
in the film largely because that is their job as lobbyists, but also because they felt that
to decline to comment in what they suspected would be an anti-roads film would be
interpreted badly by viewers. Pharoah was invited to take part, and interviewed, on the
Friday before the transmission date (a Monday). The suspicion in the BRF was that
the film-makers had been put under editorial pressure to put a "pro-car" view into the
film to make it less one-sided. When I put this point to Brian Blake, he acknowledged
that "you have to reflect their point of view", but did not say more.
Everitt felt that the interviewing was not leading or aggressive, and that "what
was shown was what was said. It was not unfairly presented, or weakened by editing".
However he added that the fact that the BRF’s arguments had not been illustrated by
appropriate footage added to their sense that they were Just an "add-on", put in to give
a more balanced film.
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Although Everitt felt that the BRF was not unfairly treated, he did feel that the

programme was biased. He pointed out that a lot what was presented as fact was open
to question, and that the balance of arguments tended to fall in favour of arguments
against a particular proposal, a contention which is borne out in content analysis (cf
p.90 above). He felt that overall, the programme should have sought more points of
view in favour of the roads programme. Everitt added that he was disappointed to see
"such a biased programme" from World in Action, which he had previously thought
of as a "high quality and objective investigative programme".
Stephen Joseph of the pressure group Transport 2000, could not remember
taking part in the programme, according to his assistant. She did say that like the
BRF, it was their job as lobbyists to contribute to such programmes, which can further
Transport 2000’s "cause".

Changes o f Opinion Amongst Those Involved

The fourth and final question looks at how the views of those involved in the
documentary, whether behind or in front of the camera, were changed through their
involvement in the films. This question is asking, in effect, whether the two films
being considered affected the issues they covered, and, if they did make a difference,
why.
In this section, each of the interviewees’ feelings of how their opinions
changed through being involved in a documentary are examined and discussed, first
in Cream Teas and Concrete, then in Car Crazy. The final section attempts to draw
conclusions from these discussions.

Participants’ Views - Cream Teas and Concrete

Brenda Parsons told me that as a result of seeing the film made, largely at her
instigation, her views on the way planning decisions were made in North Cornwall
District were strengthened. Parsons’ fellow councillors were hostile, and greeted her
with silence at the first meeting after the film had been broadcast. Parsons reckoned
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that many of the councillors did not take the film seriously while it was being made,
and, consequently, they underestimated its impact once broadcast.
Tony Philp was less willing to acknowledge that the film had changed his
views of the issues. His complaint to the Broadcasting Complaints Commission said
that he "had long been very concerned about his advice being ignored by Councillors"
and added that "At the hearing, he said that he had, in fact, sent the Çounty Planning
Officer details of the planning permissions which had been given contrary to the
Structure Plan and he had pressed the Department of [the] Environment to take
appropriate action against the Council" (BCC, 1993, p.3). In interview, Philp’s opinion
was that the changes wrought by the film are evidenced in the Enquiry into the
Planning System in North Cornwall District, which he believes has brought about an
improvement.

Participants’ Views

-

Car Crazy

Given that Stephen Joseph (Director of Transport 2000) could not remember taking
part in the film, it seems reasonable to assume that his views on the matters addressed
by Car Crazy remained unchanged. Sir Angus Stirling, Director of the National Trust,
was also unable to recall the film sufficiently well to feel able to contribute usefully
to this project.
Paul Everitt of the British Road Federation said that his views of road-building
had changed. Car Crazy had brought about a realisation that putting forward
arguments and hoping that people would listen was not enough to make oneself heard.
The British Road Federation feels "censored" by film-makers anyway; this film did
little to diminish those feelings. Everitt added that since seeing Car Crazy, his attitude
towards investigative films is one of scepticism.
The producer of Car Crazy, Brian Blake, told me that his views about the
changing nature of environmental protesters - the fact that all classes were becoming
involved in protests - had been strengthened by making the film.
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The Influence o f Documentary over Policy

This section considers the views of those outside the film-making process, but who
are nonetheless in a position to affect the issues addressed - local authorities and
government departments.
Despite the fact that the sequel to Summer on the Estate, Return to the Estate
reported that those tenants still living on the Kingshold Estate were due to be
transferred elsewhere, and the opportunity given to Mr Heseltine to explain his
strategy for rescuing London’s "sink estates", Hackney council were annoyed by the
series. Nick Williams, of the London Borough of Hackney, said that the series had not
changed Hackney’s views on the issues raised. He added that Mr Heseltine’s
involvement had raised false expectations about the level of government funding
which could be expected. Significantly, even before the series was made, fund raising
for the estate was already under way, and £47 million had been allocated for the
complete redevelopment of the estate with traditional-style housing. Ironically,
Williams was of the opinion that Heseltine’s visit had, if anything, delayed work to
the Kingshold Estate, which is now led by four other estates in the redevelopment
process (Nick Williams, interview, Feb 1995).
Tim May of the Development Planning and Policy Division at the Department
of the Environment said that documentaries could affect issues to the degree that they
may generate correspondence to which the DoE can respond. But beyond this, he felt,
they did not influence policy. Ministers were kept informed of films which had been
made, but this was to equip them for interviews rather than to inform their opinions
on the issues concerned. May added that documentaries were often felt to be too
subjective to be worth serious consideration in terms of influencing policy.
Mark Magee at the Department of Transport said that documentaries were
useful for gauging likely public opinion, and, as in the DoE that ministers were kept
informed of programmes and their contents. The DoT is interested in what
documentaries have to say, although the films tend to be treated on "case by case"
basis. Thus if a film contains new facts or, like The Road, generates considerable
correspondence then it will be listened to. The Road for example was the subject of
many letters in support of the proposals to build a by-pass.

After the Broadcast: The Participant's View
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Summary

Opinions amongst participants of how fairly they have been represented vary widely
from angry to pleased. A lack of familiarity in being interviewed on camera appeared
to hinder one interviewee in his attempts to come across as competent.
Pressure groups seem to see documentary as a platform from which to further
their particular cause.
The level of influence which documentaries can exert at policy-making level
appears

to be limited,

documentaries.

partly

through

the perceived

subjectivity

of many

Part IV
Conclusions
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Conclusions
Introduction

The findings from the four principal research questions set out in chapter three are
drawn together in this chapter to give an overview of planning and documentary in
the nineties. The four questions are:

1. The nature of the film-makers’ approach to and interest in planning issues;
2. W hether the film broadcast was what the film-maker envisaged;
3. The participants’ views of how fairly they were represented in the
documentai-y;
4. W hether making and broadcasting the film affected the views of those
involved.

This chapter also includes a commentary on the role of the planning documentary in
the 1990s and suggestions for how this research might be continued.
Three further sections follow this: first, the research questions are examined
and discussed; second, the role of the planning documentary is considered; third, areas
for further research are identified.

The Principal Research Questions

In this section the findings and implications of each of the principal research questions
are considered in turn, in the order set out above. The principal findings are then
summarised in the final part of this section.
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1. The Nature o f the Film-makers’ Approach to and Interest in Planning Issues
2. Whether the Film Broadcast was what the Film-maker Envisaged

Film-makers appear to approach planning issues in much the same way that they
would approach any other issue. The documentary form is, like any other means of
expression, a frame within which the values and facts expressed must fit, and the,
subtle shades of opinion which colour many planning issues are not easily expressed
in the documentary. Thus any notion that a documentary will be a fair and objective
examination of an issue, and that it will give equal priority to all shades of opinion
is, simply, wrong. The way in which opinions are expressed in a finished film will
exploit the conflicts which exist in the issues being examined, and appeals will be
made to the viewer’s sense of right and wrong, at an emotional and moral level.
Documentaries tell stories, and they use the same devices of plot, conflict, suspense,
and character portrayal as do fiction films.
This tendency for documentary to exploit the potential for conflict in a
situation gives rise to an interesting dichotomy; that of trying to reconcile the
existence of a discursive discipline, planning, within a conflictual context,
documentary. That none of the films examined for this thesis manages to solve that
problem is testimony to its magnitude. Those documentaries which are the most
powerful, Summer on the Estate for example, look at just one side of the problem.
Those which attempt to look at an issue in a logical unemotive way, such as High
Interest, leave the viewer detached, and are unlikely to appeal to a wide or non
specialist audience. A detailed discussion of the various and often apparently similar
shades of opinion which surround most planning issues would not make for good
television, nor would it render the simple cut-and-dried answers which a documentary
seeks.
What then of the individual film-maker’s approach? The phrase "human
interest" surfaced quite frequently, and the film-makers I spoke to were interested in
the human side of the story, rather than the planning side. Indeed, all the films looked
at concentrated on the people - their struggles against unfavourable odds in Summer
on the Estate or their rashness in Cream Teas and Concrete. People, who do, as
Silverstone points out, have lives outside the film in which they appear (Silverstone,
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1985, p. 179), are, broadly, re-created for the film as either heroes or villains,
supporting or contradicting the film’s contention. Perhaps the best example of this lies
in the representation in Cream Teas and Concrete of Tony Philp, North Cornwall’s
Director of Planning and Development. In the film he is portrayed as someone who
possesses the power to prevent the frequent breaches of the structure plan, but fails
to do so. Therefore, we are asked to believe, he is effectively conniving with the
councillors who successfully push these damaging planning applications through the
system. The possibility that he is unfortunate in being employed by a council which
simply ignores his advice is not explored. Audrey Lees does explore this in her
Enquiry into the Planning System in North Cornwall District, addressing a complaint
made to her that "a good planning officer is a weak one" (Lees, 1993, p.50). She
indicts planning officers who are "responsive to pressure" (ibid, p.50), and the
implication seems to be that Tony Philp was indeed a weak planning officer. It could
be argued, with the benefit of the hindsight afforded by Lees’ Enquiry, that this is
how he is portrayed in the film, but the two upheld complaints to the Broadcasting
Complaints

Commission,

that the film-makers used

"a particular document

puiposefully to discredit him, and [that they had unfairly implied] that he had
improperly used his delegated powers" (BCC, 1993, Summary), lend credence to the
view that the film-makers intended to portray him as a party to the council’s
behaviour. Thus Philp’s image is of his being on one side of the argument, rather than
caught in-between two opposing arguments, which seems to me to be closer to the
reality.
The question of how people are presented logically leads to the question of
bias, or where the film-maker’s sympathies actually lie. Rosenthal has pointed out that
few film-makers claim to be objective (Rosenthal, 1988, p. 13), and Blake and
Shillinglaw made no such claims. Rather, they preferred to state where their interests
lay - in the role of middle-class Britain’s involvement in environmental protests, or
a publicity campaign to save an area of land. As discussed in chapter six above,
Blake’s claimed interest did not tie in neatly with his finished film, but Charles
Tremayne’s letter to the British Road Federation shed some light on this apparent
contradiction. For the sake of clarity, the relevant paragraph is repeated here;
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The question surely is whether we have got the right balance at the
moment between the need for economic development and the need to
conserve the best of our countryside (Tremayne, 1993, Letter to the
BRF).

The agenda pursued by Car Crazy ties in more readily with Tremayne’s view
of what the programme intended to show than it does with Blake’s view, and cannot
reasonably be seen as anything except anti-car. Given the fact that Blake claims the
film as 90 to 95 percent his own, the conclusion must be that Car Crazy is one man’s
interpretation of that particular debate.
The film-maker’s autonomy is underscored by the findings that editorial
interference was not common, except on matters of clarity or legal liabilities. In the
latter case, lawyers are as likely as the series editor to pass comment (Shillinglaw
interview, 1995).
The film-maker’s approach thus appears to be geared primarily to capturing on
film (or videotape) the conflicts and "human interest" aspects of a planning
controversy, while the rural or urban environment which lies at the centre of the
conflict tends to be a backdrop for interviewees, or the subject of emotive visual
imagery. I do not think that this is necessarily cause for criticism, for it just such
imagery which gives the spoken words a context, meaning and often a considerable
poignancy. And it is such films, those which somehow disturb the emotions, which
are remembered, and I believe that film-makers are well aware of that fact.

3. The participants' views o f how fairly
they were represented in the documentary

The need to polarise opinion and fit participants into a corresponding "slot" or image
type appears to be one factor which affects how fairly participants feel they have been
treated in the film.
Participants who were clearly on one or other side of the fence did not feel that
they had been unfairly represented, even if the programme was biased against them.
Both the British Road Federation and Transport 2000 took part in Car Crazy because
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they felt that such a documentary acts as a platform from which to further their
respective causes. As the discussion in the section above implies, Tony Philp felt
angry about his portrayal in Cream Teas and Concrete, because, in Brenda Parson’s
words, "it made him look an ass." The two cases of Car Crazy and Cream Teas and
Concrete bring to light an issue already discussed in the media (Whiteley, 1994) and
in Lees’ Enquiry, that of how the planning profession deals with the media.
Lees sees a place for the local media in placing local councils under constant
and critical scrutiny and suggests that the local media should provide "earlier and
more frequent reports on [planning] applications under consideration" (Lees, 1993,
p.44). She also recommends that;

North Cornwall DC should provide planning officers, and other officers
as necessary, with training in publicity, including the news media,
television, radio and newspapers (Lees, 1993, p.51).

It is worth recalling Brian Blake’s point that "professionals" tend to perform for the
camera; Lees seems to be making the point that planners need to be taught how to
perform for the camera, and Tony Philp’s poor "performance", can, I think, reasonably
be attributed to his obvious discomfort in front of the camera. The interviewing
technique is quiet, albeit incisive, and Philp’s difficulty in "thinking on his feet" works
to his detriment. Had Philp been more competent as an interviewee, his perceptions
of how he was presented, or re-presented, might have been different.

4. Whether Making and Broadcasting the Film
Ajfected the Views o f Those Involved

The notion that a film will have a direct impact on the issues with which it deals is
misplaced. So too is the idea that they do not make any difference to the issues with
which they deal. The truth lies somewhere in the middle. It is certainly the case that
those involved in making the films discussed, from both behind and in front of the
camera, changed their views in the course of making the film, although the change
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appears effectively to be an entrenchment of views already held. No one who took
part in this research felt that their views had been changed. All said their opinions had
been confirmed. The extent to which such a stance may be pinned down to a pride
which says "well, I knew that anyway", rather than anything else is impossible to
judge.
The major impact of a planning documentary then appears not to be in how
it changes the views of those involved. But, like any other television programme, a
documentary can generate correspondence, and it seems to be here that the planning
documentary makes its impact, as spokesmen from both the Department of Transport
and the Department of the Environment pointed out.
This brings the argument back to the role of documentary as catalyst. Lees
states clearly that in her view. Cream Teas and Concrete "provoked a public outcry
which must have been a contributory factor to the establishment of the Enquiry... "
(Lees, 1993, p.6), and Blake felt that a documentary could contribute to change.
Shillinglaw’s suggestion that a documentary is "qualitatively the same as a letter to
a newspaper" was endorsed by Blake. I think this proposition may be somewhat
pessimistic. World in Action has seven to eight million viewers, and although
correspondence tends to come from those already interested in the subject (Blake
interview), it seems to me to be unlikely that a single letter to newspaper could reach
such a large audience.
But the documentary’s role as catalyst does not stop at generating
correspondence. As both Shillinglaw and Williams have pointed out, being the subject
of a documentary can raise the hopes of those involved simply through the sense of
importance which can be derived from being the centre of attention (Shillinglaw and
Williams, N. interviews). This may have beneficial attempts or, if the hopes which are
raised are false, it may have detrimental affects, which Nick Williams contends was
the case with Summer on the Estate.
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The Role o f the Planning Documentary

I think there is a case to be made for the continuing production of the more vigorous
and subjective forms of planning documentary. The documentary form can never
easily reflect the subtleties of most planning issues - its form does not permit it to do
so. And to suggest that the role of the documentary is to inform and teach its audience
with well reasoned and objective argument is to ask it to change fundamentally and,
I believe, for the worse. W hat then is the role of the planning documentary?
The resolution of the dichotomy mentioned above - the reconciliation of the
existence of a discursive discipline, planning, within a conflictual context,
documentary - is difficult, but not impossible, as Summer on the Estate goes some
way to demonstrating. However it is not entirely necessary. If, as I have argued above,
the role of the planning documentary is that of a catalyst, then it must induce a
reaction in its audience. A subjective, emotive view, possibly an inaccurate view, will
generate the debate and argument which a balanced, dry and "objective" view will not.
Cream Teas and Concrete and Car Crazy both generated correspondence, and Cream
Teas was reckoned to contribute directly to the establishment of a public enquiry - in
a sense it was the straw to break the Cornish camel’s back. The extent to which Car
Crazy affected the Government’s £23 billion road programme is impossible to tell,
although that programme has been abandoned since John MacGregor ceased to be
Secretary of State for Transport, for reasons which can never truly be ascertained,
whatever politicians may claim.
The role of the planning documentary then, appears to be lie in its potential to
act as catalyst, provoking a réponse from its audience, and so contributing to the
processes of change to which the planning system must itself respond.

Areas fo r Further Research

Research of this nature is not easy. Little is exact - people’s memories fade, views are
clouded and by their very nature subjective - and while it is possible to be objective
about what in the film is accurate, and what is inaccurate, it may be the inaccurate
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sequence which gives the film its impact, and drives home a basically accurate
message. The problems of unwilling interviewees and unavailable interviewees can
only be circumvented by talking to other, more willing people, and they can never be
an adequate substitute for the original person. The available literature on documentary
is sparse, and concerned more with its history and philosophies than with its affects
on the issues explored on film.
This project has been subject to all of the problems set out in the above
paragraph, and those problems have generally been successfully overcome. Perhaps
the main, and certainly the obvious weakness lies in the fact that only one BBC
documentary out of ten is examined, and therefore the research concentrates on
programmes produced by independent television. I do not think that this necessarily
weakens the project’s methodology, or indeed conclusions, but it is nonetheless worth
bearing in mind for the fact that it suggests a study of greater depth and breadth than
this, carried out over a longer period of time, as one area of further research.
O f greatest interest to the planner however, is the reaction and response to the
films of the audience, both within and without the planning profession. Silverstone
explored the reactions of several groups of people chosen by the BBC Broadcasting
Research Department, as well as academics and scientists, to one edition of Horizon
(Silverstone, 1985, p. 181 et seq). He looked also at the critical response in the press.
However, as Silverstone points out, "the story does not end with statements or
judgements in talk or in writing in response to a programme that has just been seen."
The effects of a planning documentary, and the routes which responses to it will
follow, are likely to be complex and difficult to trace. The methods by which such
paths might be traced are themselves elusive, and in need of consolidation.
There appear to be three primary areas of research, all of which would generate
offshoots, and none of which would be easy to follow. Two of the areas should be
thought of parallel paths, between which lies the third area.
The first path is the influence which the planning documentary can wield over
the planning profession as a whole; how many people watch it, how many follow up
in their professional capacity the issues raised, how many ignore it, and why. Such
research would take time, and be based around a qualitative analysis of people’s
opinions, which might be drawn from interviews and questionnaires.
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The second path is similar to the first, but draws on the opinions of a "lay"
audience - those outside the planning profession. The questions asked would be similar
to those of the first path; audience size, audience response and audience opinions
would be derived from a qualitative analysis of comments and opinion, including the
national press.
The third area, which lies between the two paths, would look at how the paths
interact in response to the planning documentary, the way in which the documentary
acts as catalyst in a planning issue. From this, the aim would be to construct
systematically a model of how the planning documentary fits into planning in both its
public and professional roles, and of how the planning documentary sits in the context
of the media as a whole.
The role played by the planning documentary in the 1990s and beyond is I
think crucial to the public’s understanding of its urban and rural environment. The
documentary’s capacity to generate change is by no means understood. Until it is, the
documentary’s ability to benefit society through its observations of planning issues
will be limited, and its role compromised.
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A2
List of Interviewees

Brian Blake, Granada Television, Producer, Car Crazy
Kim Shilinglaw, Observer Films, Producer, The Tale o f Bugs Bottom
Assistant to Peter Moore, Commissioning Editor, Cutting Edge
Paul Everitt, The British Road Federation
Assistant to Stephen Joseph, Director, Transport 2000
Councillor Brenda Parsons, North Comwall District Council
Tony Philp, Director of Planning and Development, North Cornwall DC
Sue Williams, Reading Borough Council
Nick Williams, London Borough of Hackney
Mark Magee, Department of Transport
Tim May, Development Planning and Policy Division, Department of the Environment

A3
Questionnaire for Film-makers
Part One - Philosophical Aspects
1. What was your role in the film?
2. Who commissioned the film?
3. Why was the film commissioned?
4. What was your point of view of the issues
a. when you started the film?
b. when you completed the film?
5. Were you aiming to tell a story, present a case, impartial view etc, and if so,
what?
6. Did you work to any kind of script?
7. If yes, how closely did you follow it?
8. How much influence did you have over;
a.shooting?
b. interviews?
c. editing?
9. Was the film broadcast representative of what you were trying to say, or was it
subject to editorial control?
10.How did the film broadcast differ from what you wanted to show?

Part Two - Technical Aspects
11. What resources did you have available in terms of
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

budget?
time available?
shooting medium (film, video etc)?
crew for shoot?
crew for post-shoot?

12. How much time did you shoot?
13. What was the final length of the film?

Questionnaire fo r Film Makers
14. How did you choose
a. who to speak to/film?
b. what to film?
c. when to film?
15. Did you shoot everything first, then assemble the film along a particular
theme/person/script, or did you assemble the film day-to-day during shooting?
16. What was the time from:inception to filming?
filming to editing?
length of editing?
final cut to broadcast?
17. Do you feel circumstances changed over this time?
18. Did you have to alter your approach to accommodate these changes?
19. Do you feel that the participants in the film "performed" for the camera?
20. Do you believe that your film affected the outcome of the particular issue
which you covered?
21. Is there anything you would like to add?
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Questionnaire for Participants
1.

Why did you agree to participate in the film?

2.

Do you feel you were fairly represented - if not, why not?

3.

What was' the nature of the interviewing technique - aggressive, leading etc?

4.

Was the film broadcast what you had imagined it would be?

5.

Do you think it was accurate?

6.

What would you have changed?

7.

Do you think it was biased for you, or against you?

8.

Do you think it covered what it purported to cover?

9.

What do you think was the role of the film?

10.

What do you think should have been the role o f the film?

11.

12.
13.

Has your understanding of the issues changed as result of participating in
and seeing the film?
Do you watch documentaries?
What do you seek from a documentary? eg entertainment, knowledge,
understanding, a new point of view, a familiar point of view.

A4
Transcript of "Cream Teas and Concrete"
(Source: The Author)

'

00:00

Title Sequence "Cutting Edge"

00:24

Moorlands

M usic - monks
chanting.
!

00:41

Moorlands

Commentary

North Cornwall - wild, mysterious
coastline, unparalleled national
treasure etc., but changes afoot beauty under threat o f being lost
forever.

01:16

Title - "Cream Teas and
Concrete" over North
Cornwall District
Planning Committee.

Commentary

The Planning and D evelopm ent
Committee o f North C om w all meet
in the town o f Camelford.They have
the power to decide what gets built in
N. Cornwall - they are the
"renegades o f the planning world".
Many have unorthodox view s, eg Cllr
Bill Lyne.

01:54

Planning meeting,
pylons in landscape,
Bill Lyne.

v/o Bill Lyne

I love to see electricity pylons. They
add character and life to the area. I’d
never object to pylons - sign o f
progress.

02:18

Cliffside, caravans,
holiday sites, all from
the air.

Monks
chanting, but
now with
modern
drumbeat.

02:57

Misty moors and
w ooded lanes.

ditto

03:15

Travelling shot bungalows.

Commentary

John Betjeman lamented "bungalow
eczema". Today, disease is spreading
all over N. Cornwall.

03:25

ditto, the Brenda
Parsons in her car.

v/o Cllr
Brenda Parsons

Cornwall w ill be destroyed if it’s not
checked very soon, this level o f
development. It’s not a case o f what
will happen if w e don’t stop it. W e
have to stop it. It’s not going to be
there soon, except in picture books.

Commentary

Brenda Parsons has been a member
o f N. Cornwall D C. for four years.
She is not a native com ish woman
and as an outsider it is not easy for
her to speak out on the environment.

03:45

Transcript o f "Cream Teas and Concrete"
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Brenda Parsons

Brenda Parsons

People say I’m a troublemaker. I
get... hassle, abuse. Terrible things
happen to m e in the council chamber
- one councillor threw a glass o f
water over m e because he didn’t like
what I was saying - tough luck.

Bill Lyne pruning roses

v/o Bill Lyne

An awful lot o f people com e to
Cornwall to live, and if anything gets
under my skin, or gets up my nose as
the saying is, it’s the high-faluting
people, and the moment they m ove
in, they and try and get on the local
council, they try to change it to what
they’ve just com e from and why the
devil don’t they stay where they are?

04:34

ditto

Commentary

Bill Lyne is M ayor o f Bodm in. Until
May 1991 he was a long-standing
and influential member o f N.
Cornwall Planning Committee. He
resents outsiders like Brenda Parsons.

04:50

ditto

v/o B ill Lyne

I wish they’d mind their own
blinking business and let us run our
council the way we want it.

04:59

The Independent’s
newsroom

Commentary

Last April, Brenda Parsons contacted
the Independent’s local government
correspondent. He investigated and
concluded that the county was being
ruined by unbridled development.

v/o Christian
Wolmar.

N. Com w all is part o f the national
heritage... this issue goes way beyond
the confines o f N . Cornwall. These
councillors have to be stopped.

background of
planning
officers.

D iscussions o f planning matters

Commentary

N. Cornwall’s planners, w hose job it
is to preserve N. Cornwall’s rural
heritage. (Description o f national
planning guidelines, structure plan
etc, including the structure plan’s
aims and methods o f implementation)

03:57

05:16

05:34

05:46

Sign for N. Cornwall
Planning Committee.
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07:00

c/u Tony Philp in
planning committee
m eeting.

Commentary

Tony Philp is N. Cornwall's Chief
Planning Officer. He is not a
councillor. He advises councillors
when planning applications
contravene the structure plan.
Surprisingly, he doesn’t seem too
concerned when councillors ignore
his professional advice and permit
building in protected areas.

07:24

Tony Philp behind his
desk.

Tony Philp

Having been given my advice, they
don’t necessarily have to take it.
Planning policies are important, but
other considerations may outweigh
the structure plan.

07:43

c/u Cllr Les Dawe,
moorland.

Cllr Les Dawe

The structure plan says (w e) shall not
build in Areas o f Outstanding Natural
Beauty. The whole o f N. Cornwall is
an area o f outstanding natural beauty,
so we wouldn’t do anything if we
follow ed the structure plan.

08:01

Cattle auction

Commentary

N. Cornwall is predominantly rural farming is an important part o f the
local econom y. The structure plan
permits the building o f agricultural
dwellings to allow for this.

08:32

Landscape (St Briot’s
Dow ns)

Commentary

For example, St Briot’s Downs.
Planning permission was granted for
this house for an agricultural worker.
It is actually occupied by a local
businessman who has his own private
helicopter. His personal assistant said
that he is farm labourer, but he
prefers to be known as a managing
director. There are many exam ples o f
the council turning a blind eye to this
type o f abuse. (Similar examples
given for the Camel V alley, where a
"farm labourer’s cottage" has always
been owned by a local architect.

09:38

Tony Philp, behind
desk.

Interviewer
(o ff camera) to
Tony Philp.

"Why don’t you do som ething about
the blatant abuse o f the agricultural
dwelling system?"

09:38

ditto

Tony Philp

"Can you elaborate what you see as a
blatant abuse o f that?"

09:40

ditto

Interviewer

"People, for instance Mr Buchanan,
near W eighbridge continue to live in
dwellings that were approved for
agricultural reasons when they’ve no
intention o f farming."
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09:52

ditto

Tony Philp

"Well obviously, it is, er, an abuse o f
the planning system , um, which,
clearly I... I would not be, er, happy
with, errm, but... I feel there’s very
little else I can say on that.

10:13

Mr Buchanan’s house.

v/o Tony Philp

It obviously is not fully in
accordance with my professional
advice, er, but at the end o f the day I
don’t have any vote (laughs weakly),
I’m not there to take the decisions.

10:21

ditto

Commentary

It’s even easier to get planning
permission for agricultural buildings
than new houses or bungalows. Local
farmers have been quick to exploit
this loophole. (Exam ple o f Farmer
Brewer’s packing shed, equipped
with a septic tank, double glazing,
imitation Georgian doors and two
rooms; Mr Brewer says it is not a
holiday cottage - the elaborate
facilities are to com ply with E C.
Regulations.

10:55

Tony Philp, behind
desk

Interviewer

"It’s the only packing shed that w e’re
aware o f that has double glazing and
toilet facilities. It’s a clear abuse isn’t
it?"

11:00

ditto

Tony Philp

(Laughing) "It certainly is and I’ve
got no know ledge o f that whatsoever.
Can you giv e m e the name o f that
one? Not that I’m going to do
anything about it, but I haven’t com e
across that one."

11:16

1/s outside planning
com m ittee building with
com m ittee in session

11:20

ditto

Commentary

Under planning law, councillors can
enforce planning regulations.

11:32

ditto, then c/u Christian
Wolmar.

Christian
Wolmar

The Council could enforce this with
fines etc.. Council makes no effort to
enforce the regulations.

11:55

Tony Philp.

Tony Philp

"To date I can’t recall any case that
has com e before the planning
committee that has called for that
form o f enforcement."
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12:02

Mr and Mrs W illy
building new extension

Commentary

Mr and Mrs W illy have planning
permission for this extension to their
17th century cottage. Cllr Parsons is
worried.

12:07

Cllr Parsons arrives

conservation
between Cllr
Parsons and
Mr W illy

Cllr Parsons asks if there is a stop
order on the extension. Mr W illy
says there is not. Cllr Parsons
expresses concern that the extension
is bigger than the original building,
and not in keeping. Mr w illy objects
to this. Heated discussion o f whether
or not Mr W illy’s new "garage" is in
keeping.

14:32

Pull out to 1/s of
landscape

Commentary

Brenda Parsons has made herself
unpopular with her outspoken attacks
on colleagues, w ho she believes are
lax when it com es to applications
from fellow councillors.

14:47

Brenda Parsons walking
her dogs

v/o Brenda
Parsons

The ability for other councillors to do
favours for their colleagues is
paramount I would say, particularly
in our council, etc etc.

Commentary

Brenda Parsons estim ates in recent
years the planning com m ittee has
approved more than 36 planning
applications from fellow councillors,
many in protected areas.

commentary

For exam ple in the hamlet o f
Poundstoke, an A O N B.

15:08

15:22

1/s church tower

15:38

Man getting out o f
character.

15:45

Picture o f building in
question

Commentary

16:15

Evening m eeting o f
planning com m ittee

wild track

Says "morning" to film crew.

Cllr John Smeeth acquired land and
buildings around Poundstock church.
In a letter to his colleagues on the
planning com m ittee he said "We
consider the plot would make an
ideal site for a dw elling and
obviously would greatly improve the
area". This is Cllr Sm eeth’s
"improvement". In August 1988,
Traditional H om es m agazine featured
it as an exam ple o f how not to build
in a protected area.
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16:21

Cllr Jim Cory

Commentary

Cllr Jim Cory is one o f many farmers
on N. Cornwall D C.. H e was on the
planning com m ittee until last May (ie
May 1991;- ed.)

16:27

Cllr Cory at work.

Commentary

Jim Cory’s farm is in a protected
area, which means it’s restricted for
developm ent. D espite this, his
colleagues on ïh e com m ittee gave
permission for this house, another
currently under construction and to
turn farm buildings into a tourist
centre. Up to 25,000 visitors are
expected in the first year.

17:26

Cllr Cory

Interviewer

"To get planning permission for the
tourist centre and for the two houses;
that means big money for you,
doesn’t it?"

17:32

Cllr Cory

Cllr Cory

"Not really, not really. W e’ve given
the sites to our daughters and they’re
going to build their houses."

17:41

Cllr Cory

Interviewer

"But the fact that w hile you were on
the com m ittee you got planning
permission for these developments;
som e people m ight think that was an
abuse o f your position."

17:54

Cllr Cory

Cllr Cory

"They can’t, er, they can’t say that at
all really, because if you could see
the number o f plannings I’ve got
within my ward for other people in
similar circumstances I don’t think
I’d com e in for any criticism at all.
M ine was a genuine application and
it was treated as such. A ll right?"

18:15

Photo o f N. Cornwall
D C., April 1991.

Music

18:22

c/u Peter Wannacott

Commentary

Peter Wannacott was chairman o f N.
Cornwall’s planning com m ittee from
1987 to 1991 when he stood down
from the council. His businesses had
more than 14 planning applications
approved from 1987-1991. Brenda
Parsons thinks there was a conflict o f
interest.
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18:50

Pictures o f cornish
village, then c/u o f
Brenda Parsons.

Brenda Parsons

"I maintain that as a developer he
shouldn’t be on the planning
com m ittee at all, let alone chairman
o f the committee. He has without a
doubt made a tremendous amount o f
money by getting those planning
applications through."

18:59

Peter Wannacott

Petef
Wannacott

"If Mrs Parsons feels I’ve been
corrupt or anything, she should take
those allegations up with the police,
and let them investigate it. I’m not
worried about it all. ’C os I’ve
com plied with the code o f practice o f
whatever it is, local government."

19:19

N. Cornwall D.C., main
entrance.

Commentary

The councillors have an obligation to
declare an interest.

19:29

c/u Brenda Parsons

Brenda Parsons

"Of course although they declare an
interest when the application com es
up, that’s neither here nor there when
they’ve lobbied their fellow
councillors."

19:38

c/u Peter Wannacott

Interviewer

"Did you lobby other members o f the
planning com m ittee in order to get
your applications passed?"

19:43

ditto

Peter
Wannacott

"No. Never have."

19:48

ditto

Interviewer

"Did you m eet other members o f the
planning com m ittee to discuss your
applications?"

19:55

ditto

Peter
Wannacott

"Never have done prior to an
application."

19:58

Brenda Parsons

Brenda Parsons

"For Mr Wannacott to say that there
was no lobbying would be like
asking if, asking a child did they ever
ask for any sweets. It’s, er, without a
doubt that lobbying went on."

20:08

Peter Wannacott

Interviewer

"People might find it hard to believe
that you didn’t ever discuss your
application before it cam e before the
planning committee."

20:19

ditto

Peter
Wannacott

"Yeah,"(pause) "That’s right. Can’t
disagree with you. I’m sure they
would, they may find it hard."

20:31

ditto

Interviewer

"Well how can you reassure them?"
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20:32

ditto

Peter
Wannacott

"Well, I can't reassure them other
than what I’ve already said to you.
That I declared an interest and I
didn’t discuss m y applications with
the other members."

20:42

Photo o f N. Cornwall
DC.

Commentary

Councillors Smeeth and Cory also
denied lobbying fellow council
members over planning applications.
But Christian W olmar believes more
is at stake than just follow ing the
rules.

20:56

Christian Wolmar

Christian
Wolmar

If you ’re a councillor, you don’t just
have to be absolutely squeaky clean,
you have to be seen to be absolutely
squeaky clean. There should be no
hint o f suspicion there’s ever been
any wrong doing. I’m not saying
there’s ever been any wrong doing at
all. But N. Cornwall’s actions do beg
a lot o f questions, and they should be
aware o f that.

21:34

N. Cornwall D C.
Building

Commentary

Harvey Lander, current chairman o f
the planning com m ittee, declined to
take part in the programme.

21:44

Tony Philp

Interviewer

"Would you agree that there are
councillors w ho’ve made big money
out o f planning perm issions while
they them selves have been sitting on
the planning committee?"

21:53

Tony Philp

Tony Philp

"I certainly haven’t any information
to corroborate or otherwise that
statement. I’m not aware o f any
details on it."

22:07

Tony Philp

Interviewer

"Well, I mean Mr Wannacott, Mr
Cory, Mr Smeeth have all had
planning applications approved."

22:09

Tony Philp

Tony Philp

"But there is no reason why they
shouldn’t have planning permission. I
don’t believe any o f the permissions
to those individuals, aahmm, were
dealt with in any way, in any special
way, because they were members o f
the authority, er, and it w ould’ve
been blatantly unfair if in fact they
couldn’t have pursued their own
personal ambitions through their
developm ent proposals, whilst being
members o f the council and planning
committee."
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22:40

Landscape, then lighted
window in house at
night.

Commentary

A t a meeting o f the St. Gennys
conservation group, chairman Tony
Hurr is reporting back to the
members on the conduct o f N.
Cornwall’s planners.

22:50

Tony Hurr

Tony Hurr

Has attended several planning
meetings. Cannot remember any
occasion when there’s been
worthwhile advice from the planning
officers regarding a particular
planning application - how it fits with
the structure plan etc.. A ll done on a
back-scratching basis - N . Cornwall
D C. planning com m ittee is a
disaster.

23:35

Group member

Group member

Have to keep pushing or it w ill be
too late within the next 20 years.

23:59

Landscapes

Music

24:14

ADVERTISEMENTS

28:02

Landscapes with water
(Port Isaac)

music

28:15

ditto, then men working
on building site.

Commentary

Countryside around Port Isaac AO NB. N. Cornwall D C. has given
local developer and builder Ken
Richards permission to extend a
bungalow home. The extension is
bigger than the bungalow.

28:48

Interior o f half-built
bungalow.

v/o Ken
Richards

Residence for my fam ily, hopefully
w e’ll com plete it.

Commentary

Mrs Richards keen on horse riding Ken has big plans.

28:57

29:02

c/u Ken Richards, shots
o f area.

Ken Richards

Describes his schem e for an indoor
horse-riding arena. Says N. Cornwall
D C. don’t object too much to the
stables.

29:29

Building site

Commentary

It doesn’t end there. Ken has
planning permission to build another
house a few hundred yards away.

29:36

c/u Ken Richards

Ken Richards

Describes this schem e and his hopes
for his two sons.

Commentary

St Gennys Conservation Group are
determined to stop N. Cornwall D C.
from allowing further breaches o f the
structure plan.

30:05
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30:11

St Gennys C.G.
meeting

Tony Hurr et
all in
discussion

Beautiful areas being destroyed by
greed. A O N B s must be left alone.
This rule applies to everybody.

31:04

Pub exterior, then N.
Cornwall D C. eating in
pub.

Commentary

But in N. Cornwall they don’t. Early
evening, and the planning com m ittee
and officers have adjourned to the
local pub for dinner. Christian
Wolmar found that N. Cornwall D C.
frequently breaks the rules on the
grounds o f "personal circumstances".

31:38

Christian Wolmar

Christian
Wolmar

A dvice from the government says
that personal circumstances don’t
count. This is because circumstances
change, but buildings don’t.

32:13

Landscape (Camel
V alley)

Commentary

N. Cornwall doesn’t ignore personal
circumstances. The Camel Valley, a
Special Area o f Great Landscape
Value. Tyson Jackson has put in a
planning application for a large new
extension to a house.

32:38

Letter to the Chief
Planning Officer.

v/o

Reads out letter outlining the reasons
why planning permission should be
granted (arthritic mother).

32:53

H ouse in question.

Commentary

Planning permission was granted and
the extension built. Mr Jackson’s
mother has never lived in the house,
which is now advertised as a holiday
home.

33:07

Landscape

Commentary

Peter A m es also persuaded the
planning com m ittee to breach the
guidelines. A letter explained.

33:22

Letter to the planning
com m ittee

v/o

Reads out letter outlining the reasons
why planning permission should be
granted (health reasons).

33:36

H ouse

Commentary

N. Cornwall D C. gave planning
permission to build this Scandinavian
style chalet, which is now for sale for
£269,000.

33:50

Travelling shot o f
w oods etc.

Commentary

David Matthews sought permission
for a house on health grounds too.

34:01

Letter to the planning
com m ittee

v/o

Reads out letter outlining the reasons
why planning permission should be
granted (eczem a, so unable to work).

34:17

H ouse in question

Commentary

Mr Matthews put the house on the
market 1 year after it was built, for
£149,000.
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34:27

Christian
Wolmar

Local authorities should be firm "I’m sorry Tom old chum..."

34:42

Aerial shot o f caravan
park, then bungalows
and houses, then Ken
White.

35:04

Ken White

Ken White

People used to build unrestricted there’s no harm in it. The old
buildings in Cornwall that people
now com e to see w ouldn’t be
allowed now.

35:28

Cllr Les D aw e

Cllr Les Daw e

W hat’s wrong with a few nice
bungalows for local people. Will
fight to let young local people have a
hom e in Cornwall.

35:48

Half-built house

Commentary

It is true that there is a housing crisis
in N. Cornwall. In the last 12 years,
the number o f hom eless has risen by
203%. But many o f the new housing
developm ents approved by N.
Cornwall D C. do little to provide
young couples with hom es, for
exam ple developer Jenti Mahdrani’s
luxury homes.

36:06

Jenti Mahdrani

Jenti Mahdrani

Luxury hom es because that’s what
N.Cornwall D C. want - they want
rich people to invest in the county.

36:15

Prospective buyers
looking around new
luxury home.

Buyers’
reactions

36:24

ditto

Commentary

50% o f new houses built in N.
Cornwall were sold to people outside
the county.

37:17

Port Isaac (car-choked,
in Summer), and
suburbia.

Commentary

Port Isaac. M ost houses are holiday
homes; the village is alm ost deserted
in Winter. N. Cornwall is a magnet
for second hom e buyers from all over
Britain. Scarce building land,
especially in protected areas, is in
huge demand. B ig financial gains
exist for developers w ho get planning
permission.

38:05

Tony Hurr, St Gennys
C.G.

Tony Hurr

The value o f agricultural land is
approximately £8 0 0 to £ 1 2 0 0 per
acre. A s a building plot it is worth
£35,0(X) per acre. The m otive for
developing is greed.
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38:15

N. Cornwall D C.
planning committee.

Commentary

A t the stoke o f their pens councillors
can make fortunes for successful
planning applicants.

39:04

Seaside, then Rock.

Commentary

Rock, where Ken Richards bought a
bungalow.

39:15

Ken Richards

Ken Richards

Tells o f how he bought a house with
a large garden, and sought planning
permission to build a house in the
garden. He was at the meeting where
his application cam e up. Within ten
minutes the application had been
discussed and passed, and he
ultimately made £ 8 0,000 from this.
Admits that he is driven by greed to
make as much money as he can.

39:56

Cornwall County
Council sign

Commentary

Cornwall C.C. have overall charge
and must make sure the six local
councils toe the line on national
planning policies.

40:10

Cornwall County
Planners

Cornwall
County
Planners

D iscussion o f problems within N.
Cornwall D C.

40:28

ditto

Commentary

Colin Griffiths, the county’s C hief
Planning Officer. He believes the
situation in N. Cornwall has reached
crisis point. M em o obtained detailing
84 breaches o f the structure plan in
N. Cornwall since January 1990.
There have been hundreds in the last
five years.

41:00

c/u Colin Griffiths

Colin Griffiths

Traditionally, Cornish people are
very independent, and outside
impositions are frowned upon.
Planning is an activity which is alien
to the cornish.

41:21

c/u Ken White

Ken W hite

Suddenly people are telling us how
w e should keep the countryside and
farms. W e, particularly as farmers
and cornish country people have been
doing this over generations... we
w on’t spoil anything.

41:41

mc/u Bill Lyne

Bill Lyne

Leave it to us - w e know what w e’re
talking about.

41:58

Aerial shots o f
Lakeview holiday
camp.

M usic
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42:02

ditto

Commentary

The Lakeview leisure com plex. It
might look like a holiday camp, but
it’s N. Cornwall D .C .’s idea o f a
w ildlife conservation area, and is one
o f its proudest achievements.

42:16

Tony Philp, then further
pictures o f Lakeview.

Tony Philp

I find the design somewhat attractive;
they make the area more interesting
than it was before.

42:35

ditto

Commentary

Not everyone has such a favourable
opinion o f Lakeview. The
neighbouring council wrote a letter o f
complaint to N. Cornwall.

42:51

ditto

v/o

Letter read out.

43:06

Tony Philp

Tony Philp

"We note their view s, but w e are the
authority... eventually granting the
planning permission."

43:19

Lakeview

Commentary

The planning application described
the area as first and foremost a
w ildlife conservation area. The nature
Conservancy Council felt that this
description was "inappropriate".

43:38

Tony Philp

Interviewer

"It’s not a conventional w ildlife
conservation area, is it?"

43:40

ditto

Tony Philp

"You’ve got me on that, I can’t tell
you that question. I don’t even recall
that part"

43:46

ditto

Interviewer

"Well, in the planning documents,
again and again, the application is
described as a change o f use from
agricultural land to a w ildlife
conservation area."

43:58

ditto

Tony Philp

How, how ’s it described on the
decision notice; do you know?"

44:01

ditto

Interviewer

"Same way."

44:02

ditto

Tony Philp

Silence (5 secs). "Well, you ’ve,
you’ve (laughs nervously) stumped
me at the moment on that point."

44:13

ditto

Interviewer

"Because the allegation there is that
som eone may have been attempting
to mislead the public with that
description."
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44:21

ditto

Tony Philp

"Well I understand that, but I
certainly w asn’t aware o f that, um,
form o f description on there. Y ou’ll
er, I can’t er, I can’t put that one into
context."

44:34

Artist’s impression o f
Lakeview.

Commentary

But doubts about the description o f
the original application have not
deterred Tony Philp. Recently he
supported an application to expand
Lakeview with a 100 bedroom hotel
and leisure com plex.

44:47

Moorland and landscape
shots.

Commentary

Plans for another tourist developm ent
here on the edge o f Bodmin Moor;
hopes for 70,000 to 100,000 visitors
in its first year. A local businessman
wants to change his deer farm into a
deer park, including visitors centre,
restaurant, gift shop etc. Bette
Mansell lives next door.

45:41

Bette Mansell

Bette Mansell

Repeats description o f proposed
development.

Commentary

M ansell says developer Bruce
Robertson deliberately kept quiet
about the development.

46:01

46:06

c/u Bruce Robertson

Bruce
Robertson

That’s entirely unfair. A letter was
sent to the local authority detailing
the proposals etc etc.

46:30

Deer Park

Commentary

Description o f how developers notify
the public o f their intentions - a
notice displayed at the site, and a
notice in the local newspaper.

46:40

Bette M ansell on site o f
notice

Bette Mansell

Describes the site o f the notice,
pointing out the pole, hidden by
undergrowth, to which it was fixed.

47:00

Bette M ansell’s house

Commentary

Bette M ansell telephoned the
architect.

47:04

ditto

v/o Bette
Mansell

Told to mind my own business by
the architect - council evasive too.

47:24

Deer park

Commentary

The proposal was advertised in a
local paper, but 11 m iles away.

47:42

Shot o f notice in the
Cornish Times

Bette Mansell

Describes this, noting that the local
paper for the area o f the proposal is
the Cornish Guardian.
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47:53

mc/u Bruce Robertson

Bruce
Robertson

Concedes that the advertisement
appeared in the wrong paper, but
adds that this did not happen through
ill intent.

48:18

Bette Mansell

Bette Mansell

"Convenient accident for Bruce
Robertson."

48:22

Aerial view o f
landscapes, then Trago
M ills.

Commentary

Bette Mansell is convinced that
Bruce Robertson’s deer park
development will expand as fast as
his other business, Trago M ills,
which started life as a small family
shop, but is now a hypermarket
attracting 3 m illion shoppers per
year. Trago is in Caradon, less than a
m ile outside N. Cornwall. Caradon
Council opposed Bruce Robertson’s
plans to develop Trago M ills, but
Bruce Robertson built anyway,
without planning permission.

Bruce
Robertson

Have to get on, can’t kowtow to
pressures o f a local authority which
is irrational and prejudiced.

49:09

49:27

Trago M ills

Commentary

Bruce Robertson fought
unsuccessfully for retrospective
planning permission, then made
effigies o f Caradon Councillors.

49:42

Bruce Robertson

Interview

"They say you built effigies o f those
that dared oppose you and hung them
from trees out there.

49:49

Bruce Robertson

Bruce
Robertson

"Absolutely" - the only way to call
local authorities to account. W ould
be far more forbearing o f their
position if they were com petent and
unprejudiced.

50:18

Tony Philp in car park.

Commentary

Bruce Robertson hasn’t had such
problems with N. Cornwall’s C hief
Planning Officer Tony Philp. He
approved the plan for the deer park
on his own authority before it had
been discussed by the planning
committee. He used "delegated
approval" which is normally used for
small developments such as porches
etc.

50:43

Christian Wolmar

Christian
Wolmar

Delegated approval should not be
used for large schem es or big
buildings - it is an abuse o f the
process.
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51:14

Bruce Robertson

Interviewer

"Do you not think it’s strange that a
schem e o f som e considerable size got
that sort o f approval?"

51:19

Bruce Robertson

Bruce
Robertson

"No I don’t. I’ve explained to you at
som e length... I don’t think the
schem e was sufficiently controversial
to undergo the full rigours o f the
planning process."

51:39

Tony Philp

Interviewer

"Mr Robertson says publicly that has
plans for a zoo, gift shop, 100,000
visitors in the first year. Is that what
you call a small scheme?"

51:47

ditto

Tony Philp

"I’m not fully aware o f what Mr
Robertson has been saying."

51:54

ditto

Interviewer

"These are from the planning
documents which he submitted to
your department."

51:58

ditto

Tony Philp

"I see. It may be what is in his mind,
but o f course as I mentioned the
position at the moment is that only
outline permission has been granted,
and the full details o f the building,
uses and activities have still to be
submitted."

52:22

Hand-written memo

Commentary

W e’ve obtained this internal m em o
from Tony Philp, to his deputy
M alcolm Price:- "I think w e ’ll see if
w e can get away with it at this stage,
without weakening our hand further."

52:34

Tony Philp

Interviewer

"What did you mean by that?"

52:36

Tony Philp

Tony Philp

"You’ll have to give som e more
background as to what was
happening at the time or show m e
the memo."

52:43

Tony Philp is handed
m em o

Interviewer

"That’s the memo"

52:44

Tony Philp reads memo
as camera stays on him

silence

53:02

Tony Philp

Tony Philp

"Can you tell m e from the file at
what stage that was being written?"
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53:12

Tony Philp

Interviewer

"I don’t know. Um, I think the
suspicion o f those people who are
protesting against the schem e is that
you hope to get away without
consulting the local community,
perhaps. What was you hoped to get
away with?"

53:25

Tony Philp

Tony Philp

"Without seeing the file, I can’t from
memory giv e you an answer to that."

53:35

Tony Philp

Interviewer

"But there yo u ’re saying, "I think
w e’ll see if w e can get away with it
at this stage, without weakening our
hand further.". Can you tell m e what
that was in reference to?"

53:44

Tony Philp

Tony Philp

"I think possibly, I can’t directly
remember, er, the only thing I feel it
might be related to was the question
o f whether or not the local residents
should have all been individually."
consulted

54:02

c/u files in office, then
aerial shot o f the
moors.

Commentary

Last month. Councillor Brenda
Parsons called for an independent
public inquiry into the planning
decisions o f N. Cornwall D C.. For
the time being however, prominent
councillors persist in their
unconventional views.

54:17

Moors, in stills, with
mists and brooding
skies

Cllr Bill Lyne,
and music in
b/g.

At the moment they build factories
on good agricultural land. I think it’s
plain stupid when there’s moors.
Build on Bodm in M oor - it’s derelict
land. I’d like to think they’d build a
nuclear power station under
Dartmoor, then if it explodes it w on’t
hurt anyone.

Closing Titles

music.

55:15

A5
Transcript of "Car Crazy"
(Source: The Author)

V ox Pops

Comments on road-building
programme

Twyford Down, c/u o f
protesters playing musi
cal instruments, dancing

M usic, then
commentary

Description o f scene, then "like a
scene from a classic western, on top
o f the hill were the cow boys, police
armed with binoculars and video cam 
eras. D ow n below were the Indians,
revolting, at what they see as the
increasing domination o f the motor
car.

01:33

V ox pop - young
fem ale protester

V ox pop

Government is telling third world
countries to be more environmentally
friendly, but building roads, which
seem s som ewhat hypocritical

01:55

Twyford D own 1/s

Commentary

Twyford D ow n "Happens to be in the
wrong place..." description o f "4 m ile
stretch o f motorway costing £45
million"

02:27

Film o f "battle"

N oise o f
"battle"

02:34

Solo singer

Solo singer,
with com 
mentary over

03:00

A udience applauding
solo singer, young and
old, with police stand
ing nearby.

W ild

03:07

M ale protester, standing

M ale protester

03:20

Rugged mountain scen
ery

VaughanW illiam s’
"The Lark
Ascending"

03:30

Ditto

Commentary

00:00

V ox Pops

00:38

Title: Car Crazy, over
1/s o f motorway

00:58

Description o f the determination o f
rally to be the winners

Makes political statement that "John
Major, MacGregor, and the Depart
ment o f Transport are digging their
own graves"

"The british countryside in Summer.
For centuries, it has seem ed the same,
never changing, (pause) But in the last
forty years there’s been a revolution,
changing the face o f Britain. Forever."
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03:47

Ditto, then shots to
punctuate commentary

Geoffrey
Sinclair,
Environ
mental
Information
Services

After the war 10% o f England was
urbanised. B y 1990, 15%. Growth in
roads, quarrying, factories - an area
the size o f Greater London, Berkshire,
Hertfordshire and Oxfordshire.

04:26

Surveyor lifting
theodolite through
heather

Commentary

Dept o f Transport announces "further
concreting o f Britain" - M25 is to b e
widened to 14 lanes.

04:33

Motorway

Commentary

"An American super-highway. It’s a
controversial decision"

04:36

U s surveyors working
by the motorway

Andrew
Pharoah,
BRF, over
noise o f
traffic

"You have to remember that people do
like the mobility that the car provides.
A mobility that 40 years ago people
would’ve... w ould’ve dreamed of. Sure
that creates problems, but you can’t
have your cake and eat it."

04:55

Shot from top Dartford
road bridge looking
down

v/o Sir Angus
Stirling, DG
The National
Trust

People want cars, they’re a great
benefit... "

04:59

Sir Angus Stirling

Sir Angus
Stirling

The question is, where does the
environment com e? What weight is
put on beautiful countryside that
doesn’t have to be destroyed?

05:16

Motorway, then
Twyford Down

Commentary

Fear o f Great Britain becoming a
concrete jungle has led to an unlikely
alliance o f youth and the "voice o f
m iddle-class Britain"

05:45

M iddle-aged man - vox
pop

V ox pop

There are too many motorways etc etc

06:00

Protesters protesting

Commentary

Police barred the way to the site, but
by weight o f numbers the protesters
broke down the fence and surged in.
There were 27 arrests, and 7 were
later jailed. Police gave way and the
protesters had the run o f the site.

06:23

V ox pop

V ox pop

This government thinks motorways are
the answer to all their problems.
Research has proven that motorways
create "more cars, more traffic and it’s
a never-ending cycle"
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06:40

General shots: juggler,
cheerful demonstrators
and peaceful chanting.
Girl chanting "no more
roads" glances at
camera and chants more
forcefully.

Wild

07:05

ditto

Commentary

The idea o f "no more roads" is "just a
dream". Today, there are 24 million
vehicles, government figures predict it
could get worse.

07:16

Prof John Adams, UCL.

Prof Adams

There w ill be a more than doubling o f
the amount o f traffic nationwide by
the year 2025 - an extra 27 m illion
vehicles. The amount o f space
required to park these would be the
equivalent o f a motorway from
London to Edinburgh, 257 lanes wide.

Commentary

Description o f the governm ent’s £23
billion over a decade road-building
programme. Thousands o f m iles o f
road are to be built or widened.
The road programme is now one o f
the biggest single causes o f loss and
damage to environmentally sensitive
sites. The English trunk road
programme is "thought to threaten
som ething like 160 SSSIs". Forty
National Trust properties are currently
threatened by road schem es. It is not
only the amount, but "it’s som e o f
Britain’s b est land which is currently
threatened by British road schemes".

07:47

08:04

Shot o f large tract land
opened up for
motorway, then Stephen
Joseph

v/o Stephen
Joseph,
Transport
2000

08:37

Panoramas o f the Lake
District.

VaughanW illiam s’
"The Lark
Ascending"

08:43

ditto

Commentary

The lake District should be one
Britain’s best protected areas but
tourism makes it a prime target for
road builders.

09:00

ditto, then Ian Brodie,
Friends o f the Lake
District

Ian Brodie

There are quite a few schem es for
Cumbria at the present moment. The
council is proposing a by-pass. This
w ill destroy 60 -8 0 archaeological sites
plus open countryside.
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09:20

Commentary

The village o f High Newton is cut in
half by a road. The locals want a by
pass, but the solution is drastic; a
70mph dual-carriageway.

09:28

Panoramic o f proposed
route

Ian Brodie

Describes route. "There is only one
Lake District, and to ruin it by cutting
swathes o f road... you cannot put it
back... once it’s gone, future
generations have lost it."

10:01

Graphic showing
proposed new roads in
Britain.

Commentary

The biggest threat is from motorway
expansion, (list o f proposals to match
graphic).

10:20

Junction o f M l and
M 52, near Leeds

Commentary

The junction o f the M l and the M 52
near Leeds - it’s a m ess. It is
controlled by traffic lights and has
queues back to the motorway - there
are two options.

10:47

David Calvert

David Calvert

Says 10 m iles o f motorway would be
built to save 8 miles. The yellow
schem e cuts through the green belt
and residential areas

11:36

Arthur Smelt

Arthur Smelt
(with
prompting
from the
interviewer

Describes the purple route

11:54

Farmer describes route
to camera

Farmer

Describes route, which com es very
near her home and onto her farm.
"It’ll put us out o f business".

12:46

Stephen Joseph,
Transport 2000, in
office.

Stephen
Joseph

A new m ile o f motorway takes... 25
acres o f land including interchanges.
W e need good public transport,
facilities for pedestrians and cyclists
etc.

13:07

Andrew Pharoah

Andrew
Pharoah

The government’s road building
programme is right. If anything it’s
too slow. It’s not just us saying that.
It’s also the CBI who estimate that
congestion costs British industry £15
billion per year. A survey o f 850
major manufacturing com panies said
that poor transport infrastructure
threatened our ability to com pete in
the single European market.
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13:34

Quarry

Commentary

Road-building needs stone. One m ile
needs' 200, 000 tons o f rock. There
will be an increase o f two-thirds in the
next 20 years - the quantities needed
would make a hole the size o f
Oxfordshire.

14:04

In a lush wood

Commentary
over "The
Lark
Ascending"

Carmel W oods, a Site o f Special
Scientific Interest. It is 10,000 years
old.

14:20

Mat Ridley

Mat Ridley

The wood is under threat from a
neighbouring quarry.

14:40

Tom Heal walking
through a field

Commentary

Ironically, the nicest parts have the
best rock.

15:18

Howard White,
Minerals Officer o f the
Peak Planing Board.

Howard
White

There are 17 quarries and som e 50
mineral workings. The biggest quarries
are visible in satellite pictures. If
demand nationally were to rise as the
government predicts, the National Park
would be under disproportionate
pressure to supply that mineral.

16:00

Bridge and ducks
swim ming, green trees
etc

Commentary

M ells in Somerset. At the end o f the
M endips is W hatley quarry, one o f the
largest in Europe. It wants to get even
bigger.

16:33

Richard Dixon, FoE

Richard
Dixon

Their ambition is to extend the quarry
from 4 0 0 to 600 acres. Aggregates are
going hell for leather.

Commentary

Good farmland w ill disappear. The
National Rivers Authority is concerned
about the affects on local water levels.

15:04

17:03

17:13

Dr W illie Stanton, the
N.R.A.

Dr Stanton

There is a diminution o f rivers.
Streams are shrinking. Springs and
brooks, once they’re gone, they don’t
com e back.

18:05

A spa in Bath

Commentary

Springs in Bath may dry up.
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18:15

Terry Last, ARC
W hatley, at quarry’s
edge.

Terry Last

If the public is going to continue to
demand more roads, more buildings,
more hospitals, more schools, then the
material has to com e from somewhere.
And if w e’re not allow ed to take it out
o f large environmentally sensitive
established quarries such as this, then
several smaller quarries w ill have to
be opened to supply the material being
demanded.

18:37

ditto

Interviewer

This is one o f the biggest holes in
Europe. It’s difficult to argue, isn ’t it,
that it’s environmentally friendly?

18:44

ditto

Terry Last

I don’t believe it’s environmentally
disadvantageous. I’ve got kids, w e
know what w e’re doing. W e’re
environmentally sensitive.

19:00

Quarrying machinery,
and background noise.

Commentary

Quarry owners accept there may be
changes to water levels. Somerset C.C.
opposed (to new quarries); for them
it’s a sign o f the times. Many believe
new sources o f rock have to be found,
perhaps in areas where the opposition
may be less hostile.

19:33

Mountains, from the
air.

Folk music,
with
commentary
over.

Isle o f Harris, in the Outer Hebrides.
With a declining population, there are
few jobs outside fishing and tourism.
There is one priceless com m odity rock.

Commentary

"Rocky mountain" could disappear.

Ian W ilson

Describes scene.

20:20

Interviewer

It’s been said you could fit the Empire
State Building in. (W ilson argues
back)

20:37

Commentary

The majority see it as a saviour,
providing jobs for the community. But
many fear the environmental impact.

20:08
20:11

Ian W ilson

21:10

Murdogh McCaully in
his fishing boat.

Murdogh
McCaully

Expresses concern that quarry ships
could pollute seas and destroy the
quality o f the fishing, reducing their
market appeal.

21:33

Norman Macleod

Norman
Macleod

This is the thin end o f the wedge.
Becom ing the gravel pit o f Europe.

22:04

Quarry from air

Commentary

Glen Sander - one operational super
quarry in Scotland.
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22:30

Ian W ilson

Ian W ilson

W e’re creating jobs for the crofting
community. If you can have sites for
tourism , you can have sites for
minerals.

22:56

Motorway surveyors

Commentary

The next environmental battle will be
the widening o f the M 25. An unholy
alliance o f local action groups and
home counties conservatives insist
they will fight the largest road
developm ent outside North America.
The pro-road lobby believe it m ust go
ahead.

23:15

Andrew Pharoah

Andrew
Pharoah

You can’t build anything without
doing som e damage to the
environment. Transport is a means to
an end; our end is a strong econom y,
people who have jobs, where
com panies can com pete, and the
country can attract inward investment.
If we fail to invest in our transport
infrastructure than w e will not have
any o f those things.

23:38

Angus Stirling

Angus
Stirling

This generation holds that countryside
in trust for the next generation. W e
can’t go on accepting demand-led
roads - that has to change.

24:01

Motorway

"The Lark
Ascending"

24:09

Woodland

ditto, with
reading over.

24:37

C losing titles.

24:50

Film ends.

Reading o f Philip Larkin’s poem
"Going, going"

